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Abstract 

In the district heating industry heat meters, in which a principle component is 
a flow measurement device, are used for billing purposes. The district heating 
industry desires accurate and low cost flow measurements. There are mainly 
two reasons for this. Firstly, an underestimation of the flow rate leads to a loss 
of income for the district heating industry. Secondly, the total cost for mea
suring, including the cost for the heat meter, the reading and the maintenance, 
represents a relatively large part of the total cost. 

For these reasons a project concerning measurement quality assurance in 
district heating systems is in progress at Luleå University of Technology. As a 
part of this project the possibility of self diagnostic techniques for flow meters 
is investigated. 

It is well known that installation effects impair the flow measurement involved 
in heat metering. Thus this thesis focuses on the self diagnostics of installation 
effects for flow meters. 

The basic assumption is that the flow meter noise level is correlated to the 
turbulence intensity of the flow. Since installation effects influence the turbulence 
intensity, the noise level can be used to detect conditions for which the flow meter 
shows erroneous results. 

In district heating applications the use of ultrasonic flow meters are becoming 
more and more frequent. The self diagnostic approach has therefore experimen
tally been investigated, using a small size prototype ultrasonic flow meter. 

Single and double elbow pipe bends and pipe diameter reductions mounted in 
front of the meter along with pulsating flow give rise to small but reproducible 
errors. The magnitude of the maximum errors are in the range of 2 to 4 % 
of flow rate. At low flow rates with pulsating flow the errors are larger. Also 
small commercial ultrasonic flow meters are investigated. These commercial 
meters are commonly used in heat meters in small district heating sub stations. 
The results demonstrate that both temperature changes and installation effects 
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introduce errors in the flow measurements. 
By studying the noise level of the signal from the prototype ultrasonic flow 

meter it is clear that all installation effects tested caused a significant increase in 
the flow signal noise level. It is clear that none of the tested disturbance causing 
measurement errors, larger than 1 % of the flow rate, will pass undetected. 
Neither will normal flow measurement conditions, with a varying flow rate or 
single measurement outliers, cause false alarms. It is anticipated that this noise 
level increase in the future can be detected on-line by the flow meter itself, giving 
it a self diagnostic capability. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Accurate and repeatable flow measurements are essential to many segments of 
industry. In process industry the control application demands reliable flow me
ters. The performance of processes may depend on the accuracy of flow mea
surements. Here the reasons for desiring accurate flow measurements can be 
technical, economic and environmental. In trading of fluids, for example oil and 
natural gas, accurate flow measurements are of vital importance. As large quan
tities of valuable fluids are transferred accurate flow measurement is an economic 
necessity. 

For this work the district heating industry serves as the main application. 
The district heating industry uses flow meters, mainly in heat meters for billing 
purposes. In Sweden the district heating industry has an annual turnover of 
about 14 billion Swedish crowns. The district heating industry has two main 
reasons to be concerned with accurate and low cost flow measurements. Firstly, 
as flow measurements are used in a billing purpose, incorrect estimations of flow 
rate cause loss of income for the energy company and potentially unfair billing 
to the end users. In general it is not unlikely to find an underestimation of the 
flow rate of at least 1 %. Such an underestimation leads to a loss of income for 
the Swedish district heating industry of 140 million Swedish crowns. Secondly, 
the cost for measuring, including the cost for the heat meter, the readings and 
the maintenance, represent a relatively large part of the total cost. For a single 
family house the metering cost accounts for 10 to 15 % of the total energy cost. 

In a district heating system the customer is connected to a distribution net
work by a sub station. At the sub station a heat meter, consisting of a flow 
meter, two temperature sensors and an integration unit, measures the trans-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

ferred heat to the customer. Today the standards prescribe an accuracy of a 
new flow meter to be within ± 2 % of flow in most of the flow range. At low 
flow rates errors up to ± 5 % are allowed [1]. Once the flow meter is installed 
the allowed error is doubled to ± 4 % and ± 10 %. Rangeability is also a desired 
property of the flow meter as the flow rate at a sub station varies over a wide 
range. The flow meter also has to withstand variations in temperature. The 
temperature of the supply water in Sweden is between 70 °C to 120 °C. The 
flow meter is placed in the return pipe where the temperature is lower. Still, 
after heat has been transferred to the customer the temperature might be high. 
Normally it is between 40 °C and 65 °C, but it can be both higher and lower. 

Many different types of flow meters are used in district heating sub stations. 
The ultrasonic flow meter type is becoming more and more frequently used. 
Especially in the fast growing market segment of single family houses. 

There are many possible error sources when measuring the flow rate. The 
errors may relate to fluid properties, the design and type of the flow meter, 
environmental effects on the meter or to the installation of the meter. Some 
errors relate to the properties of the fluid. Changes in density and viscosity due to 
variations in temperature may cause errors. The purity and conductivity of the 
fluid may also effect the accuracy of some flow meters. Some errors also relate to 
the design of the flow meter. Flow meters are differently sensitive to for example 
wear, dirt build-up and for mechanical meters over speeding. Environmental 
effects such as electrical and magnetic fields, vibration and ambient temperature 
may also cause errors. One of the most serious origin of errors is the installation 
effects. Here the fluid flow and the performance of the flow meter are affected 
by the geometry of the piping, valves, pumps and other objects mounted in the 
piping system surrounding the flow meter. Thus it is clearly of great interest 
to find a technology that can reduce the metering error once the flow meter is 
installed. 

There is a large amount of literature about installation effects and their 
influence on ultrasonic flow meters. There is however nothing published about 
ultrasonic meters in the sizes relevant for small district heating applications. 
In paper 1 and 3 it is concluded that installation effects do affect also small 
ultrasonic flow meters. 

This lead up to a self diagnostic approach. A self diagnostic flow meter can by 
itself recognize the presence of disturbances generating measurement errors. In 
such a case the flow meter could call for service and replacement or ultimately 
make corrections for the caused error. This would reduce the loss of income 
due to erroneous measurements and perhaps also lower the maintenance cost, 
by extending the interval between calibrations and replacements. However, in 
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order to reduce the overall metering cost, the self diagnostic feature must not 
be too expensive. In district heating applications arrangements with multiple 
sensors are considered too costly. The option left is the approach to use the 
information in the signal from only one flow meter to detect and reduce those 
errors. 

The district heating industry uses increasingly ultrasonic flow meters of small 
sizes. The self diagnostic approach has therefore experimentally been investi
gated, using a small size prototype ultrasonic flow meter. 

The basic assumption is that the noise level in the signal from the flow me
ter is correlated to the turbulence intensity of the flow. Since the turbulence 
intensity is effected by installation effects, the noise level can be used to de
tect conditions for which the flow meter shows erroneous results. This main 
hypothesis is investigated in paper 2 and 4. 

The investigations only concern water and ultrasonic flow meters but could 
probably be generalized to other fluids and to other flow measurement tech
niques. 
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Chapter 2 

Flow meter calibration 
facilities 

To put this work into a metering context a description of the procedure to 
establish the flow meter accuracy is given, i.e. the concept of calibration and 
traceability. Further, a brief overview of calibration techniques is given. A 
description of the calibration facility used for the experiments reported in this 
thesis is also presented. 

2.1 Calibration and traceability 

It is calibration that provides confidence in a measurement and assurance that 
the accuracy is within specifications. A flow meter normally has to be calibrated 
before use. Calibration can be defined as the comparison of a flow meter with a 
measurement standard with known accuracy. The purpose is to determine and 
eliminate by adjustment any out-of-tolerance accuracy [2]. The systematic error 
is reduced when performing a calibration but the random error remain. 

Even calibration facilities suffer from uncertainties. To provide confidence in 
the accuracy specified for a calibration facility it must be traceable. Traceability 
means the ability to relate measurements to a specific identity standard through 
an unbroken chain of comparisons [3]. Traceability in flow measurements is, in 
the absence of an identity standard, achieved by comparing the performance of 
a calibration facility with a reference laboratory or by another laboratory in a 
chain of laboratories leading to the reference laboratory. 
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6 CHAPTER 2. FLOW METER CALIBRATION FACILITIES 

There are basically two methods to achieve traceability. One method is 
to perform traceable calibrations of the different components of the facility. A 
second method is to participate in a Round Robin or audit test. The two methods 
can with advantage be combined. 

The first method to achieve traceability is to calibrate the different compo
nents of the facility such as for example the scale and the timing device using 
traceable standards of mass and time. The total uncertainty from the contribut
ing bias and precision errors can then be estimated by a propagation of error 
approach. The total uncertainty of the calibration facility is however greater 
than the uncertainty contributions from the different components [4]. Additional 
uncertainties arise from anomalies associated with flow and fluid conditions in 
the calibration facility. Such uncertainties arise for example if the facility fail to 
set and maintain a steady flow rate, establish and determine the fluid properties 
or completely remove flow disturbances. 

Further uncertainties arise during the collection of the fluid. There are basi
cally two different types of test facilities using either a static or a dynamic test 
procedure. In the static procedure the collected fluid is measured before and 
after the test sequence. Uncertainties can arise in the timed diverter valve used 
to direct the flow in and out of the reservoir at the start and the stop of the test 
sequence. In the dynamic procedure the fluid is instead measured continuously 
during the time interval of the test. In this case uncertainties due to dynamic 
effects arise as the fluid is collected and simultaneous measured in the reservoir. 

The second and more reliable method of achieving traceability of a calibration 
facility is to participate in a Round Robin or audit test. The main advantage 
with this method is that all routines and procedures, operation conditions and 
uncertainties due to the test method are evaluated [5]. The method involves 
at least one reference laboratory and a number of participating laboratories. A 
very reliable and well characterized flow meter, or a package of such flow meters 
mounted in series, is sent around to the participating laboratories. The different 
laboratories all calibrate the flow meter or the flow meters using their normal 
procedure in the calibration facility. This makes it possible for the individual 
laboratory to compare with the other participating laboratories. 

2.2 Calibration facility designs 

There are no identity standards for flow rate as for example for mass or time. 
It means that in flow measurements there is no equivalent to for example the 
mass identity standard platinum kilogram. Instead flow measurement calibra-
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tion facilities with maximum absolute accuracy and precision have to be used. 
Normally the accuracy and precision are achieved by using apparatus that col
lects the fluid in a reservoir during a measured time interval. The collected fluid 
is measured gravimetrically or volumetrically. Most flow meter calibration fa
cilities use this approach. Here only calibration facilities for liquid flow meters 
is discussed but much of the following is valid also for calibration of gas flow 
meters. 

Usually a calibration facility consists of three major parts [5]. 

• A source of flow generates the desired flow rate through the piping of the 
facility. The flow is normally generated by a pump or by a constant level 
head tank. Using a head tank the pulsation that may be caused by a pump 
is eliminated. The flow rate is normally controlled by control valves. The 
stability of the flow is of importance for the accuracy of the facility. 

• In the test section one or more of the flow meters that are to be calibrated 
are mounted. It is important to ensure an undisturbed and fully developed 
flow field inside the pipe upstream the tested meter. In order to do that 
normally long straight pipes are mounted in front and after the flow meter. 

• A flow determination system is finally measures the flow rate to a specified 
accuracy. Calibration facilities are generally categorized by the type of 
flow determination system used. 

Further there are basically three types flow determination principles used in 
the calibration facilities: 

• Master flow meter systems 

• Volumetric systems 

• Gravimetrical systems 

In the master flow meter systems the flow meter under calibration is com
pared to another flow meter, the master flow meter. The master flow meter is 
certified against high accuracy reference laboratories [2]. This master flow meter 
system can be used as the only flow determination system or it can be combined 
with other types of systems. It is important to use master flow meters that do 
not change performance over time. In order to increase the reliability more than 
one master flow meter can be used. Flow meters of different operating principles 
can be used in series in order to check each other. The use of flow meters with 
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overlapping ranges that can be mounted in series also increases the reliability. 
Still the master flow meters must periodically be calibrated with traceability to 
reference laboratories. 

An example of a facility with a master flow meter in combination with a 
volumetric flow determination system is described by Kling et al. [6]. A study 
of calibration facilities using master flow meters in China is presented by Li-
Chuanjing et al. [7]. 

In volumetric calibration facilities the volume of the collected fluid is mea
sured by for example sensing the level in a tank with known dimensions. Positive 
displacement arrangements are also used. For example can the detection of the 
position of a piston moved by the flow in a cylinder indicate the displaced vol
ume. In order to determine the flow rate the time is also measured. 

A facility that senses the fluid level in a well-defined reservoir is presented 
by Dellen and Rustemeier [8]. A large mobile prover based on the positive 
displacement technique is described by Mattiasson [9]. 

In gravimetric facilities the fluid collected in the reservoir is weighed and the 
time is measured in order to calculate the mass flow rate. By using the density 
of the fluid the flow rate also can be determined. 

A combined volume displacement and gravimetric system is presented by 
Pöschel and Engel [10]. Different gravimetrical methods are for example dis
cussed by Shafer and Ruegg in 1958 [11] and 1970 [12]. 

Both the volumetric and the gravimetric method can be divided into static 
and dynamic methods. The following description of the two methods will mainly 
concern gravimetric facilities. In both the static and the dynamic case correc
tions are made for static effects such as the mass of the air replaced by the fluid 
as it enters the weighing tank and buoyancy of any object immersed into the 
fluid. Possible also correction for the evaporation of the fluid is made. For the 
purpose of performing these corrections it is necessary to measure the tempera
ture and perhaps also the barometric pressure. Methods to compensate for such 
effects were for example presented by Ivashinenko et al. [13]. 

2.2.1 Static weighing 

In a purely static system the flow is rapidly started at the beginning of the test, 
held steady during the test and then equally rapidly stopped at the end. This 
method is often referred to as the "standing start-stop method ". The weighing 
tank collecting the fluid is weighed before and after the test. In this case errors 
may arise as the flow is not steady at the start and the end of test especially if 
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the tested flow meter does not react equally to increasing and decreasing flow-
velocities. 

Instead of this static procedure a hybrid procedure using dynamic start and 
stop together with static weighing is more commonly used. This method is often 
referred to as the "flying start-stop method". The flow is now kept steady during 
the complete test. Before the start of the test the flow is diverted past the 
weighing tank. At the start of the test the flow is diverted into the weighing 
tank by a rapid mechanism that also starts the timer. At the end of the test the 
flow is diverted back and the timer stops. Again the collected water is weighed 
before and after the test. The switching of the flow by the diverter introduces 
an error. In spite of this timing problem the method is in general capable of 
producing measurements with an uncertainty of ± 0.1 %. The most outstanding 
performance of ± 0.01 % was claimed by March and Petkova in 1998 [14]. 

Calibration facilities based on static weighing are described among others by 
Ruegg and Shafer [12], Mattingly [4] and March and Petkova [14]. 

2.2.2 Dynamic weighing 

The purely dynamic system does not use the diverter. Instead the flow is sent 
into the weighing tank by a simple valve. After a settling time the test starts 
and the increasing amount of fluid in the tank is continuously weighed. Simul
taneously the time is measured. In older systems scales using moving weight 
beams with pre-selected counter weights were used. More modern systems use 
scales with strain gauge load cell. 

There are problems with the systems based on dynamic weighing as well. The 
weighing system including a scale with moving parts may give rise to systematic 
errors up to a few tenths of a per cent if not compensated for [12]. A method to 
compensate for this effect was suggested for example by Craft in 1986 [15]. In 
modern systems the use of load cells however ended this problem [16]. 

Modern systems using fast and accurate data acquisition systems also makes 
it possible to measure the mass at short well-defined time differences. This 
together with the fact that the dynamic effects on the performance of the scale 
are outdated makes the dynamic weighing method comparable in performance 
with the static method. The dynamic method is more convenient and less time 
consuming. Still there are however three more dynamic effects to consider. 

Surging effects in the weighing tank may effect the precision of the weighing 
procedure. Wave damping arrangements in the tank can reduce these effects. 

Two other effects also occur due to the change in the liquid level in the 
weighing tank during an experiment [11]. First, the impact force of the falling 
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liquid on the scale changes between the start and finish of the test. Secondly 
there is an extra amount of liquid collected in the weighing tank again due to 
the rising level. The first effect will result in an underestimation of the flow rate 
while the second results in an overestimation. The magnitude of the two effects 
are not necessarily exactly equal. Dynamic gravimetric calibration facilities can 
achieve absolute errors of ± 0.1 % or less. 

There are many gravimetric calibration facilities based on dynamic weighing. 
Test facilities of this type are for example described by Ivashinenko et al. [13], 
Paik et al. [17], Haberl et al. [18] and Ahmad [16]. 

2.3 The calibration facility in Luleå 

To support this experimental investigations, a flow meter calibration facility 
was built. The main purpose with this facility is to serve as an experimental 
platform for the research concerning flow meter installation effects and self di
agnostics. During the experiments the calibration facility was used to determine 
the "true" flow. This could be done as the calibration facility is insensitive to 
the installation effects the tested meters were exposed to. 

In the following a short presentation of the water flow meter calibration 
facility is given. The main concern for the thesis has not been the absolute 
accuracy as the experiments mainly have been of a relative nature. Here follows 
however an account for both systematic and random errors. 

2.3.1 Outline of the calibration facility 

The test facility at Luleå University of Technology is based on dynamic weighing. 
It consists of three parts; one in which the flow is generated and controlled, a 
second test section in which experiments can be set up and a third in which 
the flow rate is determined. All functions of the test facility, both controlling 
and measuring, are computerized. The design of the test facility is sketched in 
figure 2.1. 

The flow is generated mainly by a head tank but can also be generated 
directly by a pump. The flow rate is controlled by three differently sized control 
valves. Pulsating flow can be generated by using a rotating butterfly valve. 
Before the water enters the test section air is separated. The minimum flow 
rate of the calibration facility is 0.7 1/h. The minimum flow is limited by the 
resolution of the smallest control valve. The maximum flow rate using the head 
tank is 20 000 1/h. It is limited by the available height of fall and the pressure 
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Figure 2.1: The schematic design of the test facility 

drop of the facility. If instead the pump directly generates the flow by using the 
short cut piping past the head tank the maximum flow rate is increases to more 
than 40 000 1/h. 

When the heating section of the facility is used temperature from 20 °C to 
80 °C can be achieved. A 100 kW electrical heater is used to heat the water 
through a heat exchanger. Three tanks are used to heat a large amount of water 
to a stable temperature. When a stable temperature is achieved in the whole 
facility the two pumps of the heating section is stopped and the hot water in the 
tanks is used during the measurement. The water from the weighing tanks are 
pumped back into the heating section after the measurement. This arrangement 
reduces the heat losses and keeps the temperature in the reservoir at a low-
stable level. The facility is not equipped with any cooling circuit. Therefore 
it is impossible to generate water temperatures below the room temperature of 
about 20 °C. All pipes and tanks are insulated to reduce the thermal losses. 

The test section of the facility consists of three parallel, 11 m long test runs. 
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The length of the test section allows long straight piping in front of the tested flow 
meter in order to guarantee a fully developed flow velocity profile at the entrance 
of the meter. Currently pipe diameters of up to 50 mm are supported. In the 
test section the experimental set-ups were mounted. The water temperature is 
measured before and after the test runs. 

In the third part, the flow rate is determined by using a dynamic weighing 
method. The water is collected in tanks standing on strain gauge load cells. 
One of the three differently sized scales continuously weigh the accumulated 
water under a test. The use of three scales increases the resolution and makes it 
possible to obtain acceptable performance in a flow range from 0.7 1/h to over 
40 000 1/h. The capacities of the scales are 25, 180 and 1200 kg. 

The flow rate is determined by a least-square regression method. Each test 
or flow determination is started with letting the flow enter one of the scales. 
After a settling time the weighing tank is continuously weighed. The continuous 
signal from the scale is sampled with 50 kHz during one second and the time 
determined by a 1 MHz timer. This operation is repeated during the whole test 
time. The flow rate is then determined by a regression method. A linear curve is 
fitted into the weight/time readings. The slope of this line estimates the average 
mass flow rate present during the experiment. 

2.3.2 The systematic error 

In this thesis the systematic or bias error of the calibration facility is not im
portant as the experiments mostly are of a relative nature. Therefore the ex
periments do not require any absolute accuracy. Thus the calibration facility 
has not been participating in any Round Robin test yet. However, the different 
error sources have been identified and estimated in order to calculate the total 
propagated bias error. 

Equation 2.1 describes how N different independent bias errors, Bi, propa
gate into the total bias error, B. 

In this case all sensitivity coefficients 9i equals 1. It means that the total 
bias error is equally sensitive to each of the N bias errors. 

The identified error sources are the determination of mass, time and density 
along with the dynamic and static effects mentioned above. The evaporation 

N 
(2.1) 

i=l 
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from the weighing tanks also have to be considered. The different contributing 
bias errors have been estimated. They are presented in the following. 

The scales are calibrated with traceable weights mainly in order to reduce 
discrepancy between the three scales. The scales were calibrated with traceable 
reference weights with an accuracy of ± 0.0001 %. This uncertainty includes the 
whole chain of uncertainties until the data is acquired. Bscaie represents this 
bias error. 

The 1 MHz timer used for the time measurement is specified by the man
ufacturer to be within ± 0.01 %. This 1 MHz oscillation used for the time 
measurement was measured by a calibrated and traceable 4 GHz counter instru
ment in order to verify the specifications. The frequency of the ideally 1 MHz 
signal was measured to 0.999995 MHz. A deviation of 0.0005 %, well within the 
specifications. The ± 0.01 % specification will serve as 95 % confidence estimate 
of the bias error in the time measurement, Bume. This bias error is most likely 
over estimated. 

The temperature of the water was measured with the intention to compen
sate for changes in water density due to temperature variations at the location 
of the tested flow meter. The water temperature was also to be used during 
the calculation of the correction factor for the scales. The complete tempera
ture measurement system was calibrated in the temperature range from 0 °C to 
100 °C using a traceable temperature instrument with a 95 % confidence un
certainty of ± 0.01 °C. Even if there were a small installation effect during the 
calibration, a bias error of more than ± 0.1 °C for the temperature measurements 
would not be likely. 

The temperature used for the calculations was measured at the location 
marked temp 2 in figure 2.1. It is obvious that the temperature at this lo
cation is not exactly the same as the temperature in the flow meter or in the 
scales. The temperature was also measured at temp 1. The flow meter sensed a 
temperature between the two measured. The difference between the measured 
temperature at temp 1 and temp 2 was never larger than ± 1 °C. The difference 
between the temperature at the location of the flow meter and temp 2 is then 
presumably about ± 1 °C. An uncertainty of ± 1 °C includes both this instal
lation effect and the uncertainty associated with the calibration. The resulting 
uncertainty of the water density in the flow meter varies with temperature. The 
bias error in density is represented by B dens- At 20 ° C the bias error of the water 
density, Bdens, is ± 0.020 %. This error increases as the temperature rises. At 
50 °C the error is ± 0.045 % and at 80 °C it rises to ± 0.065 %. 

The static effect of the air density, or more correctly the density of the mix of 
air and vapour, is compensated for by introducing a static correction factor. In 
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each weighing tank a pipe is immersed in order to be able to empty the tank using 
a pump. The static correction factor also takes the buoyancy effects of this pipe 
into respect. In order to determine this static correction factor measurements of 
the temperature, the barometric pressure, the relative humidity, the outer area 
of the immersed pipe and the inner cross section area of the weighing tanks are 
required. The barometric pressure is not continuously measured. Instead it is 
measured before an experiment and assumed to stay within ± 10 %. The relative 
humidity under the lid of the weighing tanks has been measured and found to 
be high. Thus it is unlikely that it can vary more than ± 10 %. The area of 
the immersed pipe and the weighing tank can be determined within better than 
± 2 %. The estimated errors are more likely to be over estimations than under 
estimations. The temperature is again measured at the location marked temp 
2 in figure 2.1. The temperatures in the scales were measured and compared 
with the measurement at temp 2 during experiments performed in the whole 
temperature range. The largest difference occurred at 80 ° C at low flow rates in 
the 25 kg scale. These different errors propagate into the determination of the 
static correction factor. The resulting bias error in the static correction factor, 
Bstat, was never larger than ± 0.027 %. 

The influence of evaporation from the scales was estimated by measurements 
at zero flow at different temperatures. In the 25 kg scale the evaporation was 
found to be about - 0.0002 1/h at 20 °C. The influence of evaporation increases 
at higher temperatures. At 50 0 C and 80 °C in the same scale the influence was 
- 0.01 1/h and - 0.08 1/h respectively. Bevap denotes the bias error due to evap
oration. Stated as a percentage error it will increase with higher temperatures 
and decrease with higher flow rates. At the lowest flow of 0.7 1/h and at 80 °C it 
corresponds to as much as 11 %. The evaporation give rise to a negative error. 
Therefore the total error will not be symmetrical. 

The dynamic effects that arise from the rising water level in the weighing 
tank continuously collecting the water has been calculated. The rising water 
level in the weighing tank causes two bias errors. The first phenomenon arises 
as the scale senses not only the force due to the mass of the collected water 
and the weighing tank but also an additional impact force. This force is caused 
by the flow rate of the water and the additional speed of the water generated 
from the height of fall from the outlet of the pipe to the water surface. This 
impact force will decrease as the water level increases in the tank. This will 
result in an underestimation of the flow rate. The second phenomenon is the 
extra amount of water collected due to the rising water level. This will result 
in an overestimation of the flow rate. The surface of the water in the weighing 
tank represents the reference surface of the flow determination system. As this 
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surface is moving towards the pipe flow an error arises. 
Calculations show however that in this calibration facility these two effects 

practically cancel each other and that the remaining error in neglectable com
pared to the other bias errors. But if for example the change in impact force 
is cancelled by immersing the outlet pipe into the water in the weighing tank 
errors of the magnitude of tenths of per cent can arise. 

The water density deviates from the density of distilled water. This and the 
compressibility of water is neglected. Also any gas contained within the water is 
neglected. Further any thermal expansion of the piping between the flow meter 
and the inlet of the weighing tanks is neglected. 

The total bias error associated with the mass flow determination, Bfiow, can 
be expressed as in equation 2.2: 

Bjlaw =
 Btcale + ^time + ^dens + ^Itat + ^eva (2-2) 

As the different errors can be considered to be independent and as the relation 
between the flow rate and the measured variables is of a simple form no sensi
tivity coefficients show up in equation 2.2 [19]. The total estimated bias error 
of the measured flow rate varies with both temperature and flow rate. Both the 
bias error in water density and the error due to evaporation increases at higher 
temperatures. The evaporation error stated as percentage of flow decreases at 
higher flow rates. 

2.3.3 The random error 

The random or precision of the calibration facility is of greater importance to 
this thesis. This error has been estimated by repeated measurements using the 
three scales. Precision errors arise due to the instrumentation used and dynamic 
effects such as surging effects in the weighing tank. 

At zero flow the precision limit was determined by repeated measurements 
and assuming a Gaussian distribution. The precision limit was found to be less 
than ± 0.014 1/h for the small scale with a 95 % confidence. This precision limit 
increased with a factor of about ten when using the medium sized scale and 
another factor of ten when the large scale was used. The zero flow is the only 
flow that can be repeated without any influence of for example the repeatability 
of the control valves. The precision at zero flow estimates the precision of the 
instrumentation but not the dynamic effects in the weighing tank. 

As an example a plot showing one of the measurements at zero flow using 
the small scale is presented in figure 2.2. The test time is 120 seconds with an 
additional settling time of 120 seconds. The crosses (x) represent the weight/time 
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measurements and the dashed line the regression curve. In this example the 
estimated flow rate of 0.0049 1/h is well within the estimated precision limit of 
0.014 1/h. 

determined mass flow = 0.00489 kg/h 
4.94961 1 1 1 1 

4.94891 1 1 1 1 1 1 

120 140 160 180 200 220 240 
time Is] 

Figure 2.2: A zero flow measurement at the calibration facility using the small 
scale 

The precision of the facility at flow rates over zero can be estimated by 
studying the acquired raw data from the scales. The mass flow rate of each 
measurement is based on a regression procedure described above and exemplified 
in figure 2.2. At zero flow the standard error of estimate (SEE) associated with 
this procedure was less than ± 0.2 g. The lowest tested flow rate was 0.7 1/h. At 
this flow rate the corresponding SEE increased with about 30 %. This increase 
in SEE was caused by dynamic effects in the weighing tank. It can be assumed 
that the precision limit for repeated measurements at these flow rates also should 
have increased with 30 % compared to the zero flow precision limit of ± 0.0141/h. 
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This assumption gives a precision limit of less than ± 0.02 1/h at the flow rate 
of 0.7 1/h. The precision limit stated as per cent of flow rate is about ± 2.5 % 
at 0.7 1/h with a 95 % confidence. As the flow rate increases the precision limit 
stated as per cent of flow rate, denoted Pßow, drops. At the flow rate 1 1/h 
the precision limit is ± 2 %, at 10 1/h it has decreased to ± 0.2 % and at flow 
rates above 20 1/h the precision limit stabilizes at a level well below ± 0.1 %, 
i.e. the bias error becomes dominant. The precision limit is stated with a 95 % 
confidence. 

There is a small drift in the plot in figure 2.2. This drift is the result of 
a periodicity present in the sampled signal from the small scale that can be 
detected at zero flow. The period time is about 300 seconds and the amplitude 
less than 0.4 g. This periodicity will affect the precision limit. The reason for 
this periodicity might be the limits in resolution of the scale and data acquisition 
system. The influence on the precision limit is however accounted for by using 
the approach of repeated measurements as described above. 

The precision limit above is based on a flow determination lasting 120 sec
onds. By increasing the time during the water is collected and weighed the 
precision limit can be reduced at low flow rates. By for example increasing this 
time to 240 seconds the precision limits are reduced by about 50 %. To further 
reduce the precision error at low flow rates, less than 20 1/h, the measuring time 
can be increased. For the experiments performed the precision error is much 
smaller than the precision of the tested flow meter at these low flow rates. 

2.3.4 The total error 

The bias limit Bfiow and the precision limit Pfiow can be combined as in equa
tion 2.3 in order to estimate the total root sum squared uncertainty Ufiow as 
per cent of flow rate with a 95 % confidence. 

Ufiou = Bjiow + Pfiow (2-3) 

Figure 2.3 presents a plot of the total estimated uncertainty with a 95 % 
confidence for flow rates from 0.7 1/h to 40 000 1/h. The uncertainty for 20 °C, 
50 °C and 80 °C is shown. At 20 °C the uncertainty for both 120 and 240 
seconds test times are displayed. 

The total uncertainty is asymmetric due to the negative evaporation bias 
error. This is most clear at 80 °C and at flow rates below 100 1/h. At 50 °C 
the influence of the evaporation error is smaller and the total error is close to 
symmetric as the symmetric precision limit is dominant. At 20 °C the precision 
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3 

flow rate [1/h] 

Figure 2.3: The total uncertainty as per cent of flow rate with a 95 % confidence 
level 

error is even more dominant. This means that the error is more likely to be 
negative than positive at high temperatures in combination with low flow rates. 

The total uncertainty is highest at low flow rates. The precision error is 
larger at low flow rates. At 20 °C the precision error is clearly dominant at low 
flow rates below 40 1/h. At 50 °C the precision error is about twice the size of 
the bias error below 10 1/h. At 80 °C the bias error is higher than the precision 
error in the whole flow range. Below 40 1/h the bias error is 4 times higher. 
The bias error is dominant for all temperatures over 60 1/h. At 20 and 50 °C 
the total uncertainty is below ± 0.1 % for flow rates over 20 1/h. To achieve an 
uncertainty less than ± 0.1 % at 80 °C the flow rate has to reach 100 1/h. 
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In figure 2.3 the ranges of the 3 scales are marked. Since the ranges of the 
scales overlaps each other the uncertainty only increases in the low end of the 
range of the smallest scale. 

At 20 and 50 °C the precision error is dominant at low flow rates. The 
precision error can then be reduced by increasing the test time. As increasing 
this time effects only the precision limit the effect on the total uncertainty is 
more distinct at low flow rates. In figure 2.3 the total uncertainties for both 120 
and 240 seconds tests are shown for 20 °C. The uncertainty is halved at low flow 
rates. 

The bias error due to evaporation increases with temperature and decreases 
at higher flow rates. Evaporation is the reason why the total error at low flow 
rates increases and becomes asymmetric, when the temperature rises. At 80 °C 
the error contribution of evaporation is clearly dominant at low flow rates. To 
reduce the uncertainty at low flow rates for high temperature experiments, the 
evaporation bias error has to be reduced. This could be done by reducing the 
evaporation or by compensating for it. If the evaporation was compensated 
for the evaporation bias error would not only become smaller but also become 
symmetric. In order to be able to perform a compensation the temperature has 
to be measured in the weighing tanks. By measuring the temperature in the 
tanks the bias error of the static correction factor can also be slightly reduced. 

The total uncertainty also increases at higher flow rates when the temper
ature rises. The reason is now the bias error of the water density. This error 
arises since the temperature is not measured at the location of the flow meter but 
further downstream. This installation effect influence the water density more at 
higher temperatures. To reduce this error the temperature must be measured 
closer to or in the flow meter. In spite of this error the total uncertainty is well 
below ± 0.1 % at higher flow rates. 

For the purpose of this thesis the total uncertainty achieved by the use of 
120 seconds tests is small enough. The precision limit as well as the total uncer
tainty of the calibration facility is several times lower than the precision limit of 
the flow meter tested in papers. 

In paper 3 a comparison between the calibration facility in Luleå and a 
facility in an accredited laboratory is presented. The results showed that the 
total uncertainty presented above at least not could be proven wrong. Since 
the repeatability of the flow meters used in the comparison was moderate the 
uncertainty could however not be validated. 
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Chapter 3 

Installation effects 

One of the most serious origin of errors in flow measurements is the installation 
effects. In general terms installation effects are all meter error that will occur 
once the meter is installed. The origin of these errors can be fluid dynamic effects, 
EMC, mechanical effects etc. More specifically the term installation effects most 
often relates to metering errors caused by fluid dynamic effects caused by the 
piping geometries before and after the installed meter. 

All commonly used flow meter types are to different degrees effected by in
stallation effects [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The installation effects arises 
as the fluid flow and the performance of the flow meter are effected by the ge
ometry of the piping, valves, pumps and other objects mounted in the piping 
system surrounding the flow meter. Installation effects is a problem in the dis
trict heating industry. It is well known that the flow measurement involved in 
heat metering will be impaired by different installation effects. 

Flow meters are calibrated under ideal conditions in calibration facilities such 
as those previously described. These ideal conditions include a fully developed 
flow field profile at the entrance of the meter. When the meter later is installed 
in for example a district heating sub station the present conditions are divergent 
from those present in the calibration facility. If the flow field is disturbed just a 
little an installation effect can be caused. 

A fully developed pipe flow is dependent on the Reynolds number (Re). If 
the main velocity (v in m/s), the diameter of the pipe (D in m), the density (p 
in kg/m 3) and viscosity (p in Ns/m 2) of the fluid are known, Reynolds number 
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can be calculated as in equation 3.1. 

Re = 
pvD 

(3.1) 

At laminar flow with Reynolds normally below about 2000 the fully developed 
axial flow velocity profile is parabolic with zero flow at the walls and maximum 
flow in the centre. As the flow becomes more turbulent at increasing velocity 
and Reynolds number the flow profile becomes more and more flattened out. For 
clearly laminar and turbulent flow the flow profile can be predicted from theory 
but in the transient flow region with Reynolds number from approximately 2000 

to 10 000 the flow profile is more unstable [29]. It can be noted that there is no 
radial or tangential components in the fully developed flow field. 

As it is possible to reproduce fully developed flow profiles in different test 
laboratories flow meters are usually calibrated under fully developed conditions. 
Many flow meters measure the flow in only a part of the cross section area of 
the meter. The total flow through the meter is then obtained by multiplying 
the local flow with some factor often obtained by calibration at fully developed 
pipe flow. This makes the flow meter sensible to changes in the flow field due to 
the geometry of the piping, valves, pumps, etc after being installed A velocity 
profile different from the one present at the occasion of calibration can give rise 
to errors. This phenomenon is called the installation effect. Installation effects 
are divided into static and dynamic effects depending on whether the flow field 
changes with time or not. 

Static installation effects, that do not change with time, are generated by pipe 
fittings, reducers, expanders, valves, pipe elbows, etc. They can be grouped into 
two categories, those who distort the flow profile but produce little swirl and 
those who both distort the profile and cause bulk swirl. 

An example of the first category is the single elbow pipe bend. In the elbow 
plane the distortion is single peaked with the maximum flow velocity near the 
farther wall of the pipe. As the plane of observance is rotated the asymmetric 
flow profile becomes more and more double peaked. A secondary flow is also pro
duced consisting of two swirls giving rise to mainly radial velocity components. 
Other examples are the reducers and expanders [20, 30]. 

The second category can be exemplified by the double elbow mounted out 
of plane. In addition to a distorted flow profile the two elbows generate a bulk 
swirl, a tangential rotation around the centre of the pipe. A spacing of the two 
elbows reduces the interaction and consequently the swirl [20, 30]. Swirling flow 
has among others been studied by Kitoh [31]. The flow profile after different 
pipe configurations has been studied by among others Wendt et al. [32]. 
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Dynamic installation effects that arise from rapid time dependent changes 
in the flow field or by pulsation in the flow was investigated for example by 
Lindahl in 1946 [33] and by Mottram in 1992 [34]. These effects can be caused 
by pumps and compressors, control valves and pressure regulators or by flow 
induced oscillations. The pulsations will change the profile of the velocity field 
and make it time dependent [35]. Both these effects can cause errors in the flow 
measurements. The disturbed profile can cause errors as it differs from the fully 
developed profile. The pulsating frequency can also interfere with the sampling 
frequency of the flow meter [36, 37]. 

The installation effects studied in paper 1 and 2 of this thesis are both static 
and dynamic. The experiments are intended to imitate flow meter installations 
that could be found in district heating distribution systems. The flow meter was 
exposed for four disturbances, a single elbow, a double elbow out of plane, a 
reduction in diameter and a pulsating flow. 
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Chapter 4 

Flow meters 

There is no direct way to measure flow rate. Instead there are several dozens of 
flow meter types using different ways to relate flow rate or flow velocity to some 
other measurable physical quantity. In this chapter flow meters that are most 
commonly used in industry are shortly described. Of the flow meters described 
only some are commonly used in the district heating sub stations. In Sweden a 
simple turbine meter, the impeller meter or the mechanical inferential meter, is 
most commonly used. Also fluid oscillatory meters, electromagnetic meters and 
ultrasonic meters are used. 

Each meter type described in the following is characterised by some advan
tages and disadvantages. The intention is not to state the complete or exact 
characteristics but more to provide a rough idea of the performance of the dif
ferent flow meter types. It is difficult to characterise the performance with simple 
statements as the performance depends not only of the meter type but also on 
the installation and application as well as on the calibration. The design of the 
flow meters also vary within the group and there are different manufactures. 

No figures are given below stating accuracy, repeatability or rangeability of 
the different meter types. Accuracies of ± 0.5 % or slightly better can be achieved 
for some types of meters if operating at close to ideal conditions. Rangeabilities 
of 1:100 and more can also be achieved. The accuracy refers to the closeness 
between the measured and the true flow. The repeatability describes the dis
tribution of the measurements as time passes and the flow is held constant. 
RangeabiJity can be defined as the flow interval in which the flow meter pro
duces measurements of a given accuracy or better. 
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4.1 Differential pressure flow meters 

Differential pressure (DP) types of flow meters have been the most widely used 
flow rate measuring device in industry for many years [38]. Earlier this was the 
only way of measuring flows with acceptable performance to a reasonable cost. 
In spite of the fact that most modern flow meters provide better performance and 
wider rangeability the DP flow meters are so well documented and the subject of 
so many standards, for example ISO 5167, that they are still the most commonly 
used type [39]. The DP flow meters have about 40 % of the market, Furness in 
1989 [40]. Among the different types of DP flow meters the orifice plate is the 
most accepted and widely used. 

The operation principle is the same for all DP flow meters. A change in cross 
section area of the flow meter causes a change in velocity and pressure according 
to Bernoulli's equation. By also applying the continuity equation the flow rate 
can be expressed as a function of the difference in pressure at the larger and 
smaller cross section area. Non ideal phenomena make the use of empirical cor
rection factors necessary. The orifice flow meter uses a plate with a hole smaller 
than the cross section area of the pipe as the flow restriction. A differential 
pressure transmitter measures the pressure upstream and downstream of the 
plate. 

The orifice flow meter is effected by installation effects. Disturbed velocity 
profiles and swirling flow will cause errors , Zanker 1969 [21]. The orifice flow 
meter has also been modelled, for example by Langsholt and Thomassen [41] 
and Reader-Harris in 1986 and in 1998 [42, 43]. 

Some advantages and disadvantages in broad of the orifice flow meter are 
listed below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• simple and robust design • low rangeability 

• well established standards • sensitive to coating on the plate 

• no calibration for standard designs • sensitive to installation effects 

4.2 Variable area flow meters 

The most commonly used type of variable area flow meters are often called 
'Rotameters' after the brand name of one of the suppliers. In industry more 
than 10 % of the flow meters are variable area flow meters [40]. The 'Rotameters' 
offer a low price alternative to DP flow meters and are mainly used for flow rate 
indication as the accuracy often is moderate [44]. 
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The working principle is a variant of the one for DP flow meters. Instead of 
having a constant reduction of the cross section area and the pressure difference 
indicate the flow the variable area flow meter works the other way around -
the differential pressure is kept constant and the flow is measured as a function 
of the reduction in area. This area is generally displayed by the position of a 
freely moving float producing the variable area. In the 'Rotameter' type a float 
with a density greater than the that of the fluid is placed in a vertical conical 
tube with the wider end pointing up. The float is lifted by the flow until the 
balance is reached between gravitational, buoyancy and hydrodynamic forces. 
The position of the float indicating the flow rate is sensed by a magnetic pickup 
or observed directly if the tube is transparent. The details of the flow around 
the float were studied by Buckle et al. [45]. 

Some advantages and disadvantages of the 'Rotameter' flow meter are out
lined below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• simple design • moderate accuracy 

• low price • must be mounted vertically 

• insensitive to static • sensitive to pulsating flow 

installation effects 

4.3 Positive displacement flow meters 

Positive displacement (PD) or displacement flow meters offers high accuracy, 
repeatability and reliability. About 15 % of the flow meters used in industry 
are of this type, Furness 1989 [40]. The largest use of this flow meter type is in 
custody transfer in the petroleum industry. 

The PD flow meter continuously divides the flow into known isolated volumet
ric segments, counts the displacements and returns them to the flow downstream 
of the meter [46]. The rate of these discrete volumes gives the volumetric flow 
rate. The tolerances have to be close to ensure minimum leakage and the fluid 
has to be clean. There are many different types of PD flow meters. For liquids 
one of the highest performing PD meter is the sliding vane meter. 

A few principle advantages and disadvantages of the PD meter are listed 
below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• high accuracy • causes pressure loss 

• good performance on viscous fluids • causes pulsations 

• insensitive to installation effects • only for clean fluids 
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4.4 Rotary inferential flow meters 

This group of flow meters consists of among others the turbine flow meters and 
mechanical single- or multi-jet flow meter also called impeller flow meter. They 
are all basically small hydraulic turbines running at practically no load. In 
industry about 10 % of the flow meters belong to this group [40]. 

The turbine flow meter has an axial bladed rotor mounted concentrically with 
the pipe. The rotor is running on bearings which are supported by upstream 
and downstream hangers also working as flow straighteners. A pickup senses the 
passing of each blade and generates a pulse train. The flow rate is obtained by 
measuring the pulse train frequency. The turbine flow meter is very accurate 
when operating under ideal conditions [47]. They are because of their accuracy 
often used as master reference meters. The turbine meters are also extensively 
used as custody transfer meters [48]. 

Turbine flow meters are very sensitive to swirling flows [22, 40, 23]. Also 
pulsating flows can generate large errors [49]. Over speeding of turbine flow
meters can lead to damages due to cavitations on the blades and excessive wear 
on the bearings. The performance of the turbine meter has been modelled by 
among others Thompson and Grey [50] and Xu [51]. A model to predict the error 
due to changes in flow profile was suggested by Mickan et al. [52]. 

Reviews of turbine flow meters have for example been written by Furness 
1982 [53] and Baker 1993 [54]. 

A rough outline of some advantages and disadvantages of the turbine meter 
are listed below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• excellent short t ime • wear causes shift in calibration 

repeatability • have to be calibrated to keep 

• wide flow range performance 

• sensitive to installations effects 

especially swirling and pulsating flows 

The impeller flow meter is a simple form of the turbine flow meter with a 
vertical rotor, with a relaxed tolerance, with less attention paid to inlet condi
tions and mainly with mechanical readout devices [40]. This type of meter is 
widely used in water distribution systems. In Sweden about 60 % of the flow 
meters used in the district heating distribution system are of this type [55]. The 
performance of the impeller meter is much poorer compared to the turbine me
ter. Also the rangeability is shorter than that of the turbine meter. This type 
of meter can also be effected by installation effects. 
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4.5 Fluid oscillatory flow meters 

There are two types of fluid oscillatory flow meters the vortex shedding flow 
meters and fluidic oscillatory flow meters. The vortex type is the most widely 
used of the two. A few per cents of the flow meters in industry are of the vortex 
type [40]. 

The vortex flow meters rely on the vortex shedding phenomena. If a non-
streamlined bluff body is placed in a flow with sufficient velocity vortex sheddings 
will be generated. The fluid will separate alternately from each side of the bluff 
body and form a vortex street that can be detected downstream of the bluff 
body. The frequency of the vortex shedding is proportional to the velocity of 
the fluid [56]. 

The shape of the bluff body is important. Numerical work on bluff bodies has 
been presented among others by Pankanin [57], Johnson [58] and Chmielewski et 
al. [59]. This type of flow meter is sensitive to installation effects like pipe bends 
[60]. The effects of swirling and pulsating flows, especially when the frequency 
of the pulsation is close to the vortex shedding frequency, are however more 
grave [61, 62]. The vortex meter is also sensitive to vibrations [63]. Work has 
been done by Menz aiming at increase the reliability by measuring both the 
vortex frequency and the vortex propagation velocity and applying a sensor 
fusion approach [64]. 

The Coanda effect is used in fluidic flow meters. The tendency of a fluid 
jet to adhere to a solid surface can be used to generate fluidic oscillations. If a 
jet enters a symmetric region with two walls it will attach to only one of them. 
Which direction it takes depends only on small disturbances. In the fluidic flow 
meter two feedback channels force the jet to alternately change direction. The 
frequency with which the jet change direction is proportional to the velocity of 
the fluid [40]. In the Swedish district heating distribution system a few per cents 
of the flow meters are of this type [55]. 

Also this meter type is effected by installation effects. Some work on mod
elling has been done on the fluidic meter. Examples are [65, 59], 

Again some advantages and disadvantages of the oscillatory group of flow 
meters in broad are listed below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• no moving parts • l imited in resolution 

• good long term stability • l imited in size 

• relative wide flow range • seriously effected by swirling 

and pulsating flow 
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4.6 Electromagnetic flow meters 

Electromagnetic or magnetic inductive (mag or MID) flow meters are commonly 
used in district heating distribution systems in Sweden. More than 30 % of the 
meters are of this type [55]. In industry in general the use of MID flow meters 
is less than 10 % [40]. 

MID flow meters are designed to measure the velocity of electrically conduc
tive liquids and operates on the principles of Faraday's law of electromagnetic 
induction. A voltage is induced when a conductor is passed through a magnetic 
field. In the MID flow meters the fluid is the conductor and a magnetic field 
is generated by magnetic coils mounted on the outside of a non magnetic pipe 
segment. The induced voltage is detected by two electrodes [66]. The MID flow 
meter is the equally sensitive to moving fluid at different locations in the cross 
section. Therefore a weight function approach was defined by Bevir [67] and 
Bevir et al. [68]. 

The MID flow meter is generally less sensitive to installation effects than 
many other flow meter types. Still disturbed flow profiles from pipe bends and 
swirling flows effect the performance [24]. A model based approach also shows 
some sensibility to disturbances to pipe bends [25]. 

More detailed descriptions of MID flow meters are written by Hemp and 
Sanderson [69] and Baker [70]. 

Some advantages and disadvantages of the MID flow meters are sketched 
below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• good accuracy • the f luid must be conducting 

• no moving parts • deposits inside the meter can 

• low pressure loss cause errors in the output 

• not significantly affected by 

moderate profile distortions 

4.7 Mass flow meter 

This group of flow meters measures the mass flow direct. Other types of flow 
meters also have to measure density in order to deliver the mass flow and are 
therefore sensitive to changes in temperature and pressure. Several types of mass 
flow meters exist but the Coriolis type is the most commonly used with a more 
than 5 % share of the flow meters in industry [40]. 
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Coriolis forces are generated when a body, which is rotated about a fixed 
point, changes its position relative to the fixed point. In Coriolis flow meters 
Coriolis forces are generated by forcing the pipe to vibrate. The usual design is 
a U-bent pipe forced to vibrate at the top and ancored at the ends. When a fluid 
passes through the pipe Coriolis forces will be generated in opposite directions 
in each half of the U-bend and forcing the U-bend to twist. The two halfs of the 
U-bent pipe will then pass a fixed plane at different times. This time difference 
is direct related to the mass flow through the pipe [40, 71]. To compensate for 
the velocity distribution effects inside the pipe a weight vector theory can be 
applied. This theory has been investigated by Hemp in 1994 [72]. There are also 
other pipe shapes. For example the straight pipe Coriolis presented by Rieder 
and Drahm [73] and Drahm [74]. Coriolis mass flow meters are often reported as 
insensitive to installation effects. 

A general outline of advantages and disadvantages of the Coriolis flow meter 
are listed below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• wide rangeability • pressure drops may be high 

• high accuracy • zero flow accuracy may be low 

• operates on vir tual ly every f luid • the price is high 

4.8 Ultrasonic flow meters 

There are basically two types of ultrasonic flow meters, the transit-time or sing-
around and the Doppler flow meter. The transit-time or sing-around flow meter 
is mainly used in industrial applications and the Doppler type mainly in medical 
applications. There is also a third type, the cross correlation flow meter. In 
industry some less than 10 % of the meters are from this group, the transit-time 
or sing-around is the most commonly used type [40]. 

The Doppler flow meter operates by passing sound of known frequency into 
the fluid and measuring the frequency of the sound reflected by particles, bubbles 
or eddies. The shift between the initial and the reflected frequency is propor
tional to the velocity of the reflecting particle. In industry the Doppler flow 
meters are more flow monitors than flow meters but they are used widely in 
medical applications [75]. 

In ultrasonic cross correlation flow meters two transmitter/reciever pairs are 
spaced a known distance. These pairs are used to time the passage of naturally 
occurring phenomena in the flow like turbulence eddies, particles, bubbles, etc. 
The transmitters continuously transmittes sound through the fluid and the re-
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ceived signals are modulated by the flow. In the ideal case when the flow pattern 
does not change of its way between the transducers pairs the two received signals 
would be identical but shifted by a delay time proportional to the flow velocity. 
In reality the two signals will differ but a cross correlation function will estimate 
the delay time [76, 77, 78, 79]. The cross correlation method can also be based 
on other properties than the modulation of sound, for example temperature [80]. 
This method is not yet commercially established. 

The dominant ultrasonic technique in industrial applications is the transit-
time or sing-around flow meter. This method was first issued by Rutten in 1931 
[81]. The transit-time flow meter measures the time it takes for the sound to 
travel between two transducers. One transducer is placed upstream and the 
other more downstream. The time of flight is measured in both directions. The 
interaction of the fluid velocity makes the upstream time of flight longer than 
the downstream. The fluid velocity is proportional to the difference between 
the two inverted times of flight. The sing-around flow meter works in the fre
quency domain and instead of measuring the time the frequency, with which a 
pulse continuously can be sent, detected and sent again, is measured. As with 
the transit-time meter this is done both up- and downstream. The velocity is 
now proportional to the difference between the down- and upstream frequencies, 
Lynnworth 1979 [82]. 

The algorithm with which the flow velocity is calculated does not include the 
speed of sound. The flow velocity is only depending on the difference between 
the upstream and downstream sing-around frequencies [83]. The performance of 
the meter can be improved by using the four latest determined frequencies and 
calculate the flow velocity as a running average, Delsing 1987 [84]. The number 
of loops used to determine each frequency also influences the performance [85]. 

One of the advantages of the ultrasonic flow meter is that there are no lim
its in size. Work has been presented describing measurements in pipes with 
a diameter of more than 5 m [86]. The ultrasonic meter can also be designed 
as clamp-on meters. If for some reason the transducers have to be placed non 
diametrical on the pipe there are methods to compensate for this [87]. 

The ultrasonic sing-around and transit-time flow meters are known to be 
sensitive to installation effect. The reason for this is mainly that the flow is 
not measured in the entire cross section area but only between the transducers. 
The sensitivity to disturbed flow profiles increase as the dimension of the pipe 
and meter grows and the ratio between the diameter of the transducer and the 
diameter of the pipe decreases. To compensate for this many larger meters 
are equipped this more than one pair of transducers in order to cover a larger 
area of the cross section of the pipe. Examples of work performed on these 
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multi-path flow meters were written by Højholt [26], Heritage [28], Jackson et 
al. [88], Halttunen and Luntta [89], Park et al. [90] and Zanker [91]. There are 
also flow meters with a geometrical design that allows the sound pulse to be 
reflected of the meter body one or more times before detected. This approach 
also aims at covering a larger part of the cross section area with the sound beam. 
An example of work concerning the geometry of a ultrasonic gas flow meter is 
written by Köchner et al. [92]. 

The work performed by Højholt [26] and Heritage [28] were performed on 
both single- and dual-beam flow meters. The sensitivity of the single-beam 
meter was higher than that of the dual-beam. Still the disturbed velocity profiles 
caused errors on both meter types. The largest error occurred at swirling flows 
and a considerable length of straight piping was required to reduce the error 
to less than 1 %. The diameters of these meters were 159 mm and 100 mm. 
Similar experimental and simulated results are obtained by Halttunen [25] and 
by Halttunen and Luntta [27, 89]. Work on flow meter performance on swirling 
flows has also been done by Halsey [24]. The distance from the disturbance and 
the meter clearly effects the errors but also the angular orientation of the meter 
compared to the elbows effects the results. So far all work mentioned has been 
done on large transit-time meters and with high clearly turbulent flow rates. 

The results from experimental work, on a 20 mm diameter gas flow meter 
of sing around type with a sound path diameter of 12 mm, show that also 
smaller gas meters are sensible to pipe bends causing asymmetric flow profiles 
and swirling flow, Håkansson and Delsing 1992 [93]. In the tested flow range with 
Reynolds number from 2000 to 12 000 errors as large as 10 % occurred. The 
angular orientation of the meter was shown to be of great importance. Work on 
the same gas meter also reveals a sensitivity to pulsating flow due to sampling 
phenomena and the flattening of the flow profile that occurs at mainly low flows 
in the laminar and transient flow region [36]. 

The work in this thesis presented in paper 1 and 2 is a continuation of 
an experimental work on a small sing-around flow meter for water by Delsing 
[94]. The results of the work by Delsing expose errors both due to pulsation 
generated by a pump and to pipe bends upstream of the meter. Compared to 
the experiments from 1996 the experiments presented in paper 1 and 2 were 
performed with a new improved 10 mm diameter sing-around meter capable 
of better performance and higher sampling rate. Further a new test facility 
provided an increased flow range and more stable experimental conditions. The 
results reveal small but reproducible errors due to pulsating flow and different 
pipe configurations. A further description of the flow meter is found in paper 1. 

In Swedish district heating distribution systems ultrasonic flow meter are not 
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widely used. The impeller flow meter dominates followed by the MID flow meter. 
The number of ultrasonic sing-around meters however increase as a result of the 
desire to increase the accuracy in the billing system. 

In Denmark the use of ultrasonic flow meters is more common. In district 
heating systems 80 % of the meters are of this type [95]. Some experiences from 
the use of ultrasonic flow meters in district heating systems are presented by 
Briimmer [96]. 

In 1991 the flow meters in the district heating system of Hannover was grad
ually changed from impeller meters to ultrasonic meters. In 1996, 94 % of the 
flow meters were of the ultrasonic type. After 5 years of use the meters were 
tested. About 10 % of the meters showed errors exceeding the operational error 
limits [97]. The reliability of ultrasonic flow meters was tested after 5 years use 
in Denmark. Of the 232 randomly chosen meters by almost 99 % of the meters 
were within the operational error limits [98]. Also Merkel reports good durability 
and long-term stability of ultrasonic flow meters [99]. 

Examples of reviews of the ultrasonic flow meters are written by Sanderson 
and Hemp [100], Hemp [101] and Lynnworth [82, 102]. 

Some advantages and disadvantages of the ultrasonic flow meters are listed 
below. 

advantages disadvantages 
• none intrusive - low pressure drop • sensitive to installation effects 

• can be used directly on the pipe 

(clamp-on) 

• good accuracy 

• no l imit in size 



Chapter 5 

Methods to overcome 
installation effects 

Different meter types are sensitive to different installation effects. Therefore 
there are many methods trying to deal with the installation effects. Applying 
these methods often conflicts with other interests such as cost, pressure drop 
and available space. There are basically two ways to reduce the errors due to 
installation effects. The first is to use flow meters enough insensitive to these 
effects. The second is to restore the flow profile to make it look enough like the 
fully developed flow profile. 

Most work published concerns large flow meters at high clearly turbulent 
flow rates. In the district heating industry the concern is however the opposite. 
Many small meters are operating at low flow rates often all the way from laminar 
to turbulent flow and are at the same time exposed to installation effects. 

5.1 Long straight piping 

After a sufficient long straight pipe a disturbed flow will have relaxed to a fully 
developed flow. The required length, often counted in pipe diameters, depends 
on the type of disturbance, the fluid properties, Reynolds number, the roughness 
of the inside wall of the pipe, etc and finally the desired accuracy of the flow 
measurement [30, 103]. Swirling and pulsating flows may require very long pipes 
[31, 104]. If for example a turbine meter, normally sensitive to swirling flow, is 
used after a double elbow out of plane the required pipe length can be more than 
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100 pipe diameters in order to reduce the error to an acceptable level, Mattingly 
and Yeh 1991 [20]. 

If the flow is to be conditioned with this method the pipe lengths may be 
very long especially if the diameter of the pipe is large and it can be difficult to 
find the space. The pressure drop also increases. Another problem is the lack 
of standards describing the required upstream and downstream pipe lengths. 
For orifice flow meters these standards however exist. It is well know that the 
recommendations in the standards are questionable. More often the user has to 
rely on the manufacturers recommendations or inadequate rules of thumb [105]. 

5.2 Flow straightener and damping chambers 

Flow straighteners are used in order to decrease the required length of straight 
piping in front of the meter. Different installation effects are conditioned by 
different types of flow straighteners. After the installation of the conditioner 
there are often still a requirement of straight piping between the conditioner and 
the meter. Two problems are common for all flow conditioner, they introduce a 
pressure drop and they can get clogged by solid particles in the flow. 

There are flow conditioners with different designs for treating swirling flow 
but basically principle is forcing the swirling flow in the axial direction of the 
pipe though narrow channels, for example a pipe bundle, damping the radial 
and tangential flow components. Results with flow conditioners of this type in 
combination with orifice and turbine flow meters have been published by for ex
ample McFaddin et al. [106] and Mattingly and Yeh [20,105]. Flow straighteners 
to reduce swirl are commonly integrated in turbine flow meters. 

If a distorted flow profile is to be restored, flow straightener designed as a 
perforated plate is used [30, 107, 108, 109]. If both swirl and distortions are to 
be conditioned, more complex conditioners including perforated plates and axial 
channels are used [21]. 

Even after removing swirling flow and asymmetric flow profiles can be far 
from fully developed. After the flow conditioner straight piping is therefore still 
used to condition the flow to something close to the fully developed flow profile. 

Pulsating flow can also be reduced by using damping chambers designed to 
increase the volume between the pulsating source and the flow meter. Again an 
additional pressure drop is introduced. 
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5.3 In situ calibration 

If no pressure drop can be accepted an in-situ calibration of the flow meter is 
an alternative to straight piping and flow conditioners. A calibrated, traceable 
flow meter with sufficient accuracy is installed in series with the meter that is to 
be calibrated. There are a few different methods for in situ calibration. In some 
cases the flow meter used for the calibration may also be sensitive to installation 
effects. If for example the installation is modified or some property of the fluid 
is changed after performing an in-situ calibration the calibration is no longer 
valid. 

One in-situ method is the tracer dilution method. Basically a tracer is added 
to the flow at one point in the pipe work at a known time. The arrival of the 
tracer is then detected and timed at a second point a known distance downstream 
the pipe. An alternative of detection is the cross correlation technique. Different 
tracers used for liquids are salts, fluorescent dyes and radioactive substances 
[40]. The method is accurate but expensive. In district heating sub stations only 
large meters have been calibrated in-situ using this technique. In Denmark large 
district heating flow meters have been tested with a radioactive tracer method 
achieving an accuracy of about ± 1 % [110]. Another radioactive tracer system 
is described by Kuoppamäki [111]. 

Another method is to use mobile provers installed in seires with the flow 
meter. A project involving a large mobile prover with high accuracy for very 
high flow rates (up to 26 m 3/min) is described by Mattiasson [9]. 

Yet another method is to use insertion flow meters. An insertion flow me
ter operates by inferring the total flow by measuring the local velocity at one 
or more specific points. Using this technique it is required than the velocity 
profile of the flow is well known. The accuracy of obtained is often moderate 
[112]. Different flow meter types are used as insertion meters such as for ex
ample differential pressure, rotary inferential, vortex, magnetic inductive and 
ultrasonic types. Experimental work on rotary inferential meters has been per
formed among others by Haberl et al. [18]. An ultrasonic insertion flow meter 
interrogating a larger part of the cross section of the pipe than traditional meters 
has also been developed by Rawes and Sanderson [113, 114]. 

Finally different types of clamp-on meters can be used. These flow meters are 
attached on the outside of the pipe and do not need direct contact with the fluid. 
There are basically two different techniques cross correlation flow meters and 
ultrasonic sing-around meters. The cross correlation meter based on ultrasound 
is the most commonly used cross correlation flow meter [40]. Experimental work 
on different ultrasonic sing-around clamp-on meters by Svensson and Delsing 
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implies that these meters can be used for testing flow meters in district heating 
sub stations [115]. Other examples are written by Sanderson and Torley [116] 

and Asikainen and Halttunen [117]. Flow meter errors of about ± 5 % can be 
detected using this method. Most other methods are fairly expensive and are 
mainly used to calibrate large meters. Hoel et al. suggest another method for 
testing and detecting large errors in flow meters in district heating sub stations. 
Here differential pressure measurements on existing flow resistances or orifice 
plates are used [118]. 

5.4 Modelling and simulation 

A second method not causing pressure drop is to model the flow meter and the 
disturbances and for example calculate a corrected calibration curve. This ap
proach can also be used in improving the determination of the minimum straight 
pipe recurements for different flow meters. In order to use this method the flow-
field has to be simulated or measured. This has for example been done by 
Langsholt and Thomassen [41, 104], Stang [119] and Holm et al. [120]. 

Also the flow meter has to be modelled in order to simulate the interaction 
with the flow field. Work has been done on different flow meters. Orifice plates 
have been modelled among others by Davis and Mattingly [121] and Langsholt 
and Thomassen [104]. Even though variable area flow meters do not suffer from 
installation effects, Bückle et al. simulated different shapes of the flute [45]. 
Turbine flow meters have for example been modelled by Thompson and Grey 
[50] and Xu [51]. Johnson [58] and Huang [65] modelled oscillating flow meters 
and Halttunen MID flow meters [25]. Also Coriolis mass flow meters have in spite 
their insensibility to installation effects been modelled [72]. Another example is 
modelling of an ultrasonic gas flow meter in a two-phase gas/particle flow [122]. 

Work based on numerical simulations of flow disturbances and their interac
tion with small sing-around flow meters has been performed by Delsing et al. 
[123] and Holm et al. [120]. Experiments show that an accuracy of about ± 1 % 

can be achieved for single and double elbow pipe bends. Similar work for larger 
ultrasonic meters have also been done and commercialized by Hilgenstock et al. 
[124, 125]. 

5.5 Screening methods 

A somewhat different approach is suggested by Nilsson [126]. Billing readings 
from individual gas meters are used to calculate a load index that then is com-
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pared to the mean load index based on the whole population of meters. Meters 
that differ from the mean are suspected to be inaccurate. Billing reading are 
also used by Svensson [55]. Not to detect errors in the flow measurements but 
malfunctions of the sub stations. 

These methods could be described as screening methods of large meter pop
ulations. The intention is not to compensate for or reduce the installation effects 
or other errors but to identify meters and district heating sub stations that are 
likely to be erroneous. 

5.6 Intelligent flow meters and self diagnostics 

The aim of this method is a flow meter that can perform some kind of self di
agnostics concerning its performance on line after being installed. There are 
different possible levels of "intelligence". The aims could be a flow meter indicat
ing malfunction and erroneous measurements, state possible reasons or perhaps 
even perform corrections. 

One approach is to extract some useful information from the signal besides 
the basic measurement. Higham et al. suggest a signal analysis method applied 
to a turbine flow meter [127]. The pulse train from the pickup sensing the passing 
of each blade is analysed by using a sparse Fourier transform. By studying the 
frequency spectrum the uniformity and symmetry of the blades and the quality 
of the bearings could be checked. The presence of a low frequency pulsation in 
the flow could also be detected. 

Nilsson suggests an in-situ fingerprint technique in order to test mechanical 
diaphragm gas flow meters [126]. By studying the motion of the mechanism in 
the meter different malfunctions can be detected. 

Another approach is suggested by Menz [64]. A vortex flow meter was 
equipped with ultrasonic sensing devices measuring not only the frequency of 
the vortex shedding but also the speed with which the vortex street propagated 
down the pipe. This was done by using two pairs of ultrasonic transducers and 
applying a cross correlation technique. Both the vortex frequency and the vor
tex time of flight were used to estimate the flow rate. The fusion of these two 
measurements result in a more robust and self-validating flow meter. 

Yet another approach to flow meter diagnostic is presented by Braal et al. 
[128]. By studying the signal from a vortex flow meter in the frequency domain 
the presence of vibrations, pulsations and cavitation can be detected. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary of papers 

6.1 Paper 1 

An ultrasonic flow meter of sing-around type for water was exposed to five 
experiments, a reference test with straight piping, a single elbow, a double elbow 
out of plane, a reduction in pipe diameter along with a pulsating flow test. All 
tests were performed in the new calibration facility over the flow range of 0.7 to 
3100 1/h or stated as Reynolds number from 25 to 110 000. 

The measurements with the four installation effects were compared with the 
first reference test and the percentage error was calculated. 

• The single elbow caused errors with up to 3 %. This largest error showed 
up at Reynolds number 4000. In most of the flow range there were no or 
smaller errors. 

• The errors generated by the double elbow were slightly larger than those 
caused by the single elbow. The maximum error occurred at Reynolds 
number 4000 and was about 4 %. 

• The diameter reduction only gave rise to clear errors at high flow rates 
with Reynolds number over 100 000. The largest error was 2 %. 

• The pulsating flow generated errors only at Reynolds number lower than 
20 000. The errors were mainly in the range of 1 - 2 % but at Reynolds 
number below 300 the magnitude of the error was as high as 80 %. 
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The results demonstrate that all of the installation effects tested introduce 
small but reproducible errors compared with the reference experiment. This 
could be explained by disturbed flow profiles, triggering of turbulence and for 
the pulsating flow flattening of the flow profile. The errors occurred mainly in 
the flow ranges where the calibration curve of the meter showed marked slopes. 

6.2 Paper 2 

In paper 2 a method to detect installation effects introducing errors in the flow 
measurements was suggested. The basic assumption is that the noise level in 
the signal from the flow meter is well correlated to turbulence intensity in the 
meter. The noise level was determined as the standard deviation of all flow 
measurement samples (approx. 13 000) measured over a 120 seconds test period. 

The same data as in paper 1 was used in paper 2. The experiments with the 
four installation effects were compared with the reference experiment. This time 
not only the error but also the change in noise level compared with the reference 
experiment was calculated. The results show that: 

• In the single elbow experiment the standard deviation increased at the 
most with 100 % at Reynolds number 4000. 

• The enlargement of the standard deviation caused by the double elbow 
was almost identical to the increase generated by the single elbow. As 
in the single elbow case the increase in standard deviation and the errors 
occurred at the same flow rate. 

• In the diameter reduction experiment the clear change in standard devia
tion as well as the error took place at high flow rates with Reynolds number 
over 100 000. The change in standard deviation was about 40 %. 

• The pulsating flow generated a large increase in the standard deviation. 
The enlargement of was up to 1200 % at Reynolds number 3000. At higher 
flows with Reynolds number over 20 000 the increase in standard deviation 
was about 20 %. 

The results demonstrate not only that the installation effects tested introduce 
errors in the flow measurements but also that these effects can be detected from 
the noise level in the data. This could be interpreted as that the disturbances 
amplify the turbulence intensity and that this amplification is detectable using 
the noise level of the flow meter. The errors and the increase in the standard 
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deviation show up in the same flow ranges. The presence of a disturbance could 
be recognised by comparing the magnitude of the noise level in the present data 
with a reference level valid for the measured flow rate. A procedure like this 
could possibly be performed by the meter itself under run. 

6.3 Paper 3 

In paper 3 experimental work was performed on a selection of small ultrasonic 
flow meters for water. The work was accomplished in order to investigate the 
influence of temperature and flow profile disturbances on the performance of 
flow meters in district heating applications. 

The flow meters tested were all ultrasonic flow meters. The selection of flow 
meters contains in total seven meters of three different brands. All meters have a 
flow range from 0.015 m3/'h to 1.5 m 3 /h. In the European Heat meter standard 
EN 1434 flow meters are divided into three different accuracy classes, class 1, 
class 2 and class 3, where class 1 meters have the highest accuracy. All meters 
in the test except meter 7 are class 2 flow meters. Meter 7 is of class 3. The 
maximum permissible error (MPE) of a class 2 flow varies in the flow range 
between ± 2 and ± 5 % of measured flow. The MPE of a class 3 meter is 
between ± 3 and ± 5 %. 

These meters are commonly used in heat meters in small district heating sub 
stations. The flow meters were presented without identification. 

All tests were performed in the same flow meter calibration facility used 
in paper 1 and 2. The flow range included the minimum and maximum flow 
of each flow meter. In the tests three different water temperatures and three 
different installations were investigated. Water temperatures of 20 °C, 50 °C 
and 70 °C were used. These temperatures are representative for district heating 
applications. The installations tested involved flow meters mounted with long 
straight pipes both up- and downstream representing ideal conditions, a single 
elbow and a double elbow out of plane both generating disturbed flow profiles. 
All set-ups were in accordance with the flow meter specifications. 

The results demonstrated that both the change in temperature and the dis
turbed flow profiles introduced errors in the flow measurements. 

The change from 20 ° C to 50 ° C and 70 ° C caused a shift in meter perfor
mance in one case up to more than 10 %. For all meters except meter 7 this 
shift was larger than the specified maximum permissible error. Meter 7 was the 
only class 3 meter in the test with a little more allowing maximum permissible 
error limits. 
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Compared with the ideal installation the installations generating disturbed 
flow profiles caused errors up to more than 2 %. The errors due to the single 
and double elbow were smaller than the errors due to the change in temperature. 
The explanation is probably the complex geometric design and the small size of 
the meters. 

The errors due to temperature and installation effects have a bias to add 
when combined. This might lead to even larger errors. 

6.4 Paper 4 

In paper 1 and 2 it was shown that static and dynamic installation effects caused 
measurement errors when introduced to a small ultrasonic flow meter for water. 
It was also demonstrated that these installation effects generated an increased 
noise level in the signal from the flow meter compared with ideal conditions. 
The measurement errors could be detected by this increased noise level. The 
noise level was represented by the standard deviation of the signal. 

In paper 4 improvements of the suggested diagnostic method in paper 2 is 
presented. If the previous diagnostic method would be exposed to more realistic 
conditions the risk of false alarms would be high. In for example a district heating 
application a more robust method is required since the standard deviation could 
be disturbed by non-steady flow, outliers and pulsating flow. 

A data conditioning method including filtering of the signal and removing of 
outliers made the detection of static installation effects more robust. The number 
of samples used for the diagnostics can also be substantially reduced. It is clear 
that no tested disturbance causing measurement errors will pass undetected 
neither will normal conditions with a varying flow rate or single outliers cause 
false alarms. 

By conditioning the data the standard deviation was not influenced by low 
frequency variations in the flow signal. Such variations could for example be the 
result of a working control valve. By removing outliers the number of samples 
used for the calculation of the standard deviation could be decreased. Compared 
to the previous method the same or better diagnostic results were now obtained 
with a sample size more than ten times smaller. Preliminary results indicate 
that as few as 250 samples could be used. 

By reducing the sample size and thereby the time of acquisition the risk of 
varying conditions was decreased. Not only the risk of a change in flow rate 
but also in fluid temperature and ambient conditions would be decreased. The 
computational work and the time required for the diagnosis are also reduced by 
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the smaller sample size. 
All together the data conditioning will result in a more robust method of 

diagnosis. Since the noise level thresholds might be lowered in the reference case 
the sensibility of the diagnostic method might also increase. This data condi
tioning does not reduce the possibility to detect the presence of the disturbances 
investigated. 

A pulsating flow will in the same manner as trends in the flow increase the 
standard deviation of the flow meter data. This might result in an increase in 
the standard deviation even if there is no error. This will clearly generate false 
alarms. 

In order to identify the presence of a pulsating flow the signal was analysed 
in the frequency domain. In the spectrum of the signal of the pulsating flow 
experiment, the pulsating frequency could be identified. Compared to the spec
trum of the reference experiment and the static installation experiments, the 
pulsating frequency was clearly distinguished in the whole flow range. 

By studying the signal in the frequency domain the presence and the fre
quency of a pulsating flow could be determined. 

Since the investigated pulsating frequency was a lot lower than the sampling 
frequency of the flow meter aliasing did not contribute to the error. Nor did 
aliasing cause any problems detecting the right pulsating frequency. If the pul
sating frequency would have been in the same magnitude or higher than the 
sampling frequency there would have been aliasing. By changing the sampling 
frequency of the flow meter, it is believed that not only the presence of aliasing 
could be detected but also the true pulsating frequency. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion on self diagnostics 

Multiple flow sensors measuring the same flow is an obvious approach to flow 
meter diagnostics and increased measurement reliability. In some applications 
the consequences of erroneous measurements are serious enough to justify the 
extra cost of multiple sensors. However, achieving measurement redundancy by 
using multiple sensors is, in most applications with small meters, considered too 
costly in district heating applications. 

Flow meters with self diagnostic capabilities would increase the measure
ment reliability and lower the costs due to erroneous measurements. Also the 
maintenance cost could be reduced since the time between calibrations and re
placements of the flow meters could be extended. 

Multiple sensors can be used to detect a fault and to identify the faulty sensor. 
The use of only two sensors does not allow the identification of the faulty one 
[129]. Self diagnostic flow sensors could also help identifying the faulty sensor in 
the case of a faulty sensor in a twin sensor arrangement. 

In order to lower the overall costs in district heating applications the self 
diagnostic feature must not be to expensive. The approach investigated in this 
thesis is therefore to use the signal from only one flow sensor. 

Paper 1 and 3 identify installation effects as an important error source in 
district heating applications. 

Paper 3 deals not only with installation effects but also with temperature. 
The experiments done with small commercial ultrasonic meters made it clear 
that temperature effects might be an error source as serious as installation effects. 
In district heating applications it is obvious that temperature is something that 
needs to be controlled. 
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One other district heating related aspect that is not yet considered is the 
friction reducing additives that might be used, mainly to reduce pumping costs. 

The noise level analysis was used to detect the presence of static and dynamic 
installation effects. There are unfortunately also other error sources affecting 
ultrasonic flow meters. Transducer decay, faulty electronics and dirt buildup in 
the flow meter body are examples. 

A self diagnostic flow meter would naturally provide more confidence if a 
wider range of errors could be detected. 

Three major error sources can be identified. 

• installation effects 

• temperature effects 

• faulty transducers and electronics 

7.1 Installation effects 

In paper 2 and 4 the basic principles of a self diagnostic method is suggested. 
This method is able to detect errors due to the presence of static and dynamic 
installation effects by the use of the noise level in the flow meter signal. The 
tested installation effects generated no error that escaped detection. A method 
to avoid false alarms in the experiments concerning dynamic effects was also 
sketched. 

Future tasks will be to further adjust the parameters influencing the diagnos
tic method. Parameters such as sampling frequency, number of samples, filter 
parameters and thresholds might be important in order to achieve a satisfactory 
diagnose. An efficient diagnostic method is robust during realistic operating 
conditions with a high enough sensibility and still a small enough risk of false 
alarms. Further considerations are computational work, power consumption and 
implementing costs. These are especially important if the diagnose is performed 
on-line by the flow meter itself and if it is battery powered. 

Yet another conceivable diagnostic method could be to study the distribution 
of the signal from the flow meter. In a medical article by Fontaine et al. the 
coefficient of kurtosis was used to detect the presence of a severe stenosis [130]. 

Near the stenosis on the downstream side the non-Gaussian properties of the 
Doppler signal could be detected. The kurtosis is a measure of nonnormality 
[131]. Perhaps it could also be used when studying the signal from an ultrasonic 
flow meter. 
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7.2 Temperature effects 

In a district heating application not only the flow measurement itself but also 
the self diagnostic method has to function when the temperature is changing. In 
Sweden the supply temperature of the district heating water is between 70 0 C 
and 120 °C. The flow meter is placed in the return pipe where the temperature is 
lower. Still after heat being transferred to the customer the temperature might 
be high. Normally it is between 40 °C and 65 °C, but it can be both higher and 
lower. 

In order to investigate the influence of temperature on the diagnostic method 
described in paper 2 and 4 experiments at different temperatures were performed. 
These temperature experiments were executed in the same calibration facility 
described in section 2.3. The experimental procedure and the flow meter used 
are both similar what was described in paper 1, 2 and 4. 

Unfortunately the performance of the flow meter during the temperature ex
periments did not match that presented in the papers. Due to reasons not known 
the meter produced unreliable results. Therefore it could not be determined if 
there was a significant error or not. Even if the flow meter measurements turned 
out to be unreliable during the temperature experiments, the noise level of the 
signal seemed normal. The conclusions following are therefore of a preliminary 
nature. 

The velocity of the fluid (« in m/s) is basically dependent of the difference 
between the up- and downstream times of flight ( t u p and tdown both in seconds) 
as somehow simplified stated in equation 7.1. L is the transducer distance in 
meters and Kv is a meter factor determined by calibration. 

v = K v \ (~T~ T~) 
4 \ <<down ^up J 

The times of flight, t u p and tdown in equation 7.1, represents the time for 
the sound to travel between the transducers in the water. In the sing-around 
flow meter that time is not directly measured but calculated from the expression 
stated in equation 7.2. 

, Tdown j Tup , „ x 

tdown — jy "down •> tup — &up \< • J 

In a sing-around flow meter a number (TV) of sound pulses are continuously 
sent, detected and sent again until the last pulse is detected. The total time of all 
the pulses to be sent from the sending transducer and detected at the receiving 
transducer is measured (Tdown and T u p in seconds). In order to distinguish the 
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time of flight originating from travel in the water a delay time {ddown and d u p 

in seconds) is subtracted. This time represent the time arising from the sound 
to pass through the transducer and the delay in the electronics. 

The meter factor Kv is dependent on the flow profile. At a fully developed 
flow this profile is in its turn dependent on the Reynolds number as stated in 
chapter 3. Temperature has a clear influence on Reynolds number. The reason 
can be seen when again displaying equation 3.1, now marking the parameters 
with a significant temperature dependency [132]. 

p(t) v(t) 

Just as in equation 3.1, v in equation 7.3 denotes the flow velocity (m/s) 
and D the pipe diameter (m). The fluid density (p(t) in kg/m 3), the dynamic 
viscosity (//(f) in Ns/m2) and the kinematic viscosity (v(t) in m 2/s) are all 
a function of temperature. The dynamic viscosity is stronger influenced by 
temperature than the density. 

Also the diameter D could have been stated as a function of temperature due 
to thermal expansion. Compared to the temperature dependency of viscosity this 
effect is however small enough to be neglected. 

The kinematic viscosity for water is displayed in figure 7.1. Since the kine
matic viscosity is the ratio of the density and the dynamic viscosity, the total 
effect of temperature can be studied. 

The kinematic viscosity decreases considerably as the temperature increases. 
The Reynolds number based on an identical flow velocity measured at different 
temperatures will therefore change. As can be seen in for example figure 3 in 
paper 2 the meter factor is not constant. In order not to have large error as a 
result of this temperature effect the meter factor has to be stated as a function 
of Reynolds number and not as a function of simply flow velocity. 

If the noise level from the flow meter signal could be compared with the 
reference level even if it was obtained at a different temperature it would result 
in a less complicated flow meter diagnose. The noise level is partly a result of the 
turbulence present in the flow. The turbulence is closely related to the Reynolds 
number [132]. Therefore the comparison of the noise levels should be performed 
based on Reynolds number. 

In figure 7.2 the relative noise level of two experiments is shown. One exper
iment was performed at 20 °C and another one at 50 °C. 

The noise level is represented by the standard deviation of the signal from 
the ultrasonic flow meter (crus). In figure 7.2 this noise level relative to the flow 
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Figure 7.1: The kinematic viscosity (v in m 2/s) for water as a function of tem
perature [°C] 

velocity measured by the flow meter is plotted ( K a = c r u s / v u s ) . This relative 
noise level corresponds to the meter factor (Kv = vcaubrationlvus)-

When the relative noise level is plotted as a function of Reynolds number, 
as in figure 7.2, the only significant discrepancy between the 20 °C and the 
50 °C experiment occurs at Reynolds number from 2000 to 6000. This can be 
seen more clear if studying figure 7.3 where the change in standard deviation 
compared with the 20 °C experiment is presented. 

The solid lines in figure 7.3 indicate the limits confining the 20 ° C measure
ments with a 95 % confidence level. If the comparison is based on Reynolds 
number the changes in noise level is only significant in the range 2000 to 6000. 
This case, that corresponds to figure 7.2, is marked with (o) in figure 7.3 and 
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Figure 7.2: The relative standard deviation for 20 °C and 50 °C 

calculated as 100(<7US - vuaKa{Re))/'{vusKa(Re)). 

If on the other hand the temperature effects are not taken into consideration 
and the comparison is based on the velocity the changes increases. In figure 7.3 
this case is marked with (+) and calculated as above but with Ka determined 
from flow velocity instead of Reynolds number. This is equivalent with relative 
noise level of the 50 ° C experiment moving left in figure 7.2. This results in 
a positive change where the slope of the relative noise level is positive and a 
negative change where the slope is negative. 

Still after the applying Reynolds number compensated for temperature there 
is however a significant change of the noise level in a small part of the flow 
range in figure 7.3. If the diagnostic method suggested in paper 2 and 4 would 
have been applied on the 50 °C experiment, where would have been an error 
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Figure 7.3: The standard deviation in the 50 °C experiment based on Reynolds 
number and m/s. The solid lines represent the limits confining the measurements 
at 20 0 C with a 95 % confidence. 

indication in the flow range with Reynolds number from 2000 to 6000. 
For some reason the temperature experiments generated unreliable results. 

Therefore it could not be determined if there was a significant error or not in 
this flow range, or in any other flow range. 

Even if the flow meter measurements turned out to be unreliable during the 
temperature experiments, the noise level of the signal seemed normal. At least 
if the change in Reynolds number was compensated for. 

This indicates that the flow meter diagnostics suggested in paper 2 and 4 
can be performed at different temperatures if the change in Reynolds number is 
considered. 
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7.3 Faulty transducers and electronics 

The noise level analysis was used to detect the presence of static and dynamic in
stallation effects. There are unfortunately also other error sources than installa
tion effects affecting ultrasonic flow meters. Transducer decay, faulty electronics 
are examples. A possible method to detect such errors is sketched and discussed 
below. A self diagnostic flow meter would naturally provide more confidence if 
a wider range of errors could be detected. 

Unless more than one flow sensor is used physical redundancy is generally 
not available in ultrasonic flow measurement. In district heating applications 
redundant flow sensors is considered to be a too expansive method to improve 
measurement reliability. 

In most district heating sub stations there are one flow sensor and two tem
perature sensors. The temperature is measured before and after the consumer 
on the supply side in order to calculate the energy consumption. Since there is 
only one flow sensor and since the two temperatures measured are different there 
is no direct redundancy. One of the temperature sensors is however mounted in 
the same place as the flow sensor. Though not sensing the same quantity the 
flow and temperature measurement are related to each other through the speed 
of sound. 

In an ultrasonic flow meter not only the velocity of the fluid but also the 
speed of sound can be measured. The speed of sound in a fluid is also strongly 
dependent on the temperature. Therefore the speed of sound can be determined 
in two different ways, by ultrasonic measurements and by temperature measure
ments. This redundancy in the speed of sound determination could perhaps be 
used to diagnose the ultrasonic measurement system, which is identical when 
measuring the flow velocity as when measuring the speed of sound. 

The speed of sound in the fluid (cus in m/s) can be calculated as in equa
tion 7.4. Just as in equation 7.1, L is again the transducer distance in meters, 
t u p and tdown are the up- and downstream times of flight in seconds. 

Figure 7.4 shows speed of sound in water as a function of temperature. 
If knowing the temperature of water the speed of sound can be determined by 

the relation displayed in figure 7.4. The speed of sound derived from temperature 
is denoted c t e m p . To calculate the speed of sound in pure water the polynomial 
determined by Bilaniuk and Wong was used [133]. The maximum speed of sound 

(7.4) 
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is about 1555 m/s and is reached at 74 °C. The purity of water is not believed 
to have any significant influence on the results. 

The difference between the speed of sound measured by the flow meter as 
in equation 7.4 (c u s ) and the speed of sound determined by the temperature 
measurement as in figure 7.4 ( c t e m p ) , is shown in figure 7.5. This difference was 
calculated for 3 experiments at the temperatures 20 °C, 50 °C and 80 °C. 

At 20 °C, the difference 
c u s —Ctemp was about ± 1 m/s. At Reynolds number 

higher than 2000, the speed of sound from the ultrasonic measurement was 
about 0.5 m/s lower than the speed of sound determined by the temperature 
measurement. This showing as a negative difference in figure 7.5. At Reynolds 
number lower than 2000, the difference was mainly positive. At 50 °C, the 
difference was negative in almost the whole flow range. At the most cus was 
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Figure 7.5: The difference between the speed of sound measured by the ultra
sonic flow meter (cus) and the speed of sound as a function of the measured 
temperature (ctemp) 

5 m/s lower than c ( e mp- This difference occurred at Reynolds number 100. At 
Reynolds number higher than 2000, the difference was -0.5 m/s. At 80 °C, the 
difference was between -1.5 m/s and -0.5 m/s. 

The speed of sound measured by the flow meter and the speed of sound 
calculated from the temperature should ideally agree. However there are uncer
tainties both in the temperature measurement and in the measurement of the 
flow meter. 

The temperature used to calculate the speed of sound was not measured in
side the flow meter but at a location downstream the meter. Since the water 
temperature in the flow meter might differ from the one measured. This instal
lation effect is discussed in section 2.3.2 and the error is likely within ± 1 °C. 
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The thermal inertia of the temperature sensor might also result in an instal
lation effect when the water temperature not is constant. It will take some time 
for the sensor to respond to a changing temperature. There is however no delay 
in the change in speed of sound as a result of a temperature change. 

The comparison of two ways to determine the speed of sound will suffer from 
these installation effects. The resulting uncertainty in the speed of sound (ctemp) 

due to a ± 1 °C uncertainty varies with temperature. At 20 °C, 50 °C and 80 °C 
it is ± 3.1 m/s, ± 1 . 1 m/s and ± 0.2 m/s respectively. 

There are also temperature effects in the ultrasonic measurements increasing 
the uncertainty in speed of sound determined by the ultrasonic measurements 
(c u s ) . To mention a few, the delay times vary with temperature, the transducer 
frequency vary with temperature and there might also be temperature gradients 
in the transducer. 

The delay time [ddown and dup) presented in equation 7.2 will for example 
change as the temperature changes. A temperature change will not only effect 
the speed of sound in the water but also in the transducer. In the transducer 
a polymer named PEEK protects the piezoelectric disc from contact with the 
water. The speed of sound and together with other acoustical properties of 
PEEK is a function of temperature [134]. Since the sound propagates through 
this material its thermal characteristics will have an impact on the delay times. 

At approximately the same time as the last sent sound pulse arrives at the 
receiving transducer the attenuated reflection of the pulse sent two loops earlier 
also arrives. Acoustical properties of the water and the materials in the trans
ducers changing with temperature might disturb the interaction of the last sent 
pulse and the one sent earlier. 

Also the central frequency of the piezoelectric disc in the transducer will 
change slightly with temperature. A change from 0 °C to 100 °C result in a 1 % 
decrease of the frequency. This in combination with the central frequency of the 
two transducers being not exactly the same might also disturb the interaction 
of the sent pulses. 

Temperature gradients might also be present in the transducers when the 
temperature is not stable or when the water temperature differs from the ambient 
temperature. 

In summary, there are both installation effects in the temperature measure
ment and temperature effects in the ultrasonic measurement. Even if the magni
tude of the errors in the ultrasonic measurement due to the different temperature 
are not yet known, they together with the installation effects in the temperature 
measurement can explain the differences in figure 7.5 not being zero. 

The measuring system is identical when measuring both the flow velocity 
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as in equation 7.1 and the speed of sound as in equation 7.4. It is therefore 
likely that a malfunction in the electronics or transducers generating an error in 
the measurement of flow velocity also generates an error in the speed of sound 
measurement. Since the speed of sound also can be determined by the use of 
the temperature sensor an error in the ultrasonic speed of sound measurement 
can probably be detected. Such an error in the ultrasonic speed of sound deter
mination would further indicate also an error in the flow velocity measurement. 

Perhaps the analysis of speed of sound can provide a method to detect other 
errors than those caused by installation effects. Further research is however 
required. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

Paper 1 and 3 show that installation effects are an important error source in 
district heating applications. Ultrasonic flow meters used for heat measurements 
in small district heating sub stations were investigated. Paper 2 and 4 present 
a method that can enable flow meters to detect installation effects themselves. 

Installation effects on a small prototype ultrasonic flow meter, due to different 
pipe configurations along with a low frequent pulsating flow were investigated in 
paper 1. The installation effects gave rise to small but reproducible errors. The 
magnitude of the maximum errors were in the range of 2 to 4 % of flow rate. At 
low flow rates with pulsating flow the errors were larger. 

In paper 3, 7 small commercial ultrasonic flow meters for water were exposed 
to static installation effects and different water temperatures representative for 
district heating applications. These meters are commonly used in heat meters 
in small district heating sub stations. The results demonstrate that both the 
change in temperature and the disturbed flow profiles introduce errors in the 
flow measurements. Though all set-ups were in accordance with the flow meter 
specifications the errors generated were, for six of the seven flow meters, larger 
than the specified maximum permissible error. The errors due to temperature 
and installation effects also had a bias to add when combined. This might lead 
to even larger errors. 

In paper 2 and 4, the hypothesis claiming that the noise level in the signal 
from the flow meter is correlated to turbulence intensity of the flow was tested. 
Further this hypothesis claims that the turbulence intensity is effected by instal
lation effects and that the noise level therefore can be used to detect conditions 
for which the flow meter shows erroneous results. 

59 
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By comparing the noise level in the signal from the small prototype flow meter 
to the noise level present at undisturbed conditions, all tested installation effects 
could be detected. Compared to the undisturbed experiment the installation 
effects generate an increase in the noise level with up to 100 %. The increase 
generated by pulsating flow was even larger. This change in noise level occurs 
in the same flow ranges as the errors occurred. A diagnostic procedure like this 
is simple and could possibly be performed by the flow meter itself. Thus giving 
the flow meter a self diagnosing capability. 

The diagnostic method suggested in paper 2 produced promising results in 
detecting static installation effects during laboratory conditions. In a more re
alistic environment the method might however give rise to false alarms. For ex
ample, in a district heating application a more robust method is required since 
the standard deviation used to determine the noise level in the signal could 
be disturbed by non-steady flow, outliers and pulsating flow. In paper 4 im
provements are suggested. A data conditioning method including filtering of the 
signal and removing of outliers makes the diagnose of static installation effects 
more robust. Conditions not suitable for the diagnostic could be identified. The 
number of samples used for the diagnostics could also be substantially reduced. 
By studying the signal in the frequency domain it was possible to identify the 
presence and the frequency of the pulsating flow. Further, possible problems 
due to aliasing can be identified by studying the spectrum obtained at different 
sampling frequencies. 

It was clear that, when using the diagnostic method suggested in paper 2 
and 4, all tested disturbance causing measurement errors was detected. Further, 
normal operating conditions, with varying flow rate or single outliers, would not 
cause false alarms. 

There are several further investigations to be made regarding this suggested 
diagnostic method. Parameters such as sampling frequency, number of sam
ples, filter parameters and thresholds might be important in order to achieve a 
satisfactory diagnose. An efficient diagnostic method is robust during realistic 
operating conditions with a high enough sensibility to errors and still a small 
enough risk of false alarms. Further considerations are computational work, 
power consumption and implementing costs. These are especially important if 
the diagnose is performed on-line by the flow meter itself and if it is battery 
powered. 

Furthermore, there are more general questions to be asked. To start with, is 
it for example possible to generalize the results to other flow meter types? Which 
requirements must be made for the properties of the signal from the flow meter? 
Can errors due to other error sources than installation effects be detected? 
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A self diagnostic flow meter would naturally provide more confidence if a 
wider range of errors could be detected. In paper 3 not only installation effects 
but also temperature effects were investigated. It was clear that temperature 
effects might be an error source as serious as installation effects. In district 
heating applications it is obvious that temperature is something that needs to 
be controlled. Further, faulty transducers and electronics is considered as a main 
error source. 

Therefore, complementary methods concerning temperature effects and mal
functions were implied. However, further experiments are required to evaluate 
these methods. 
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Installation Effects on an Ultrasonic Flow meter 

Carl Carlander and Jerker Delsing 

L u l e å Un ive r s i ty o f T e c h n o l o g y 

Abstract— An ultra sonic flow meter of sing-around type for 
water was exposed to five experimental set-ups in front of the 
meter, a reference test with straight piping, a single elbow, a 
double elbow out of plane, a reduction in pipe diameter and a 
pulsating flow test. All tests were performed in a flow calibra
tion facility and in the flow range, stated as Reynolds number 
in the meter, approximately from 25 to 110.000. 

The measurements with the four installation effects were 
compared with the first reference test and the percentage 
error was calculated. 
1. The single elbow caused errors with up to 3 per cent. This 

largest error showed up at Reynolds number 4000. In 
most of the flow range there were no or smaller errors. 

2. The errors generated by the double elbow were slightly 
larger than those caused by the single elbow. The 
maximum error occurred at Reynolds number 4000 and 
was about 4 per cent. 

3. The diameter reduction only gave rise to clear errors at 
high How rates with Reynolds number over 100.000. The 
largest error was 2 per cent. 

4. The pulsating flow generated errors only at Reynolds 
number lower than 20.000. The errors were mainly in the 
range of 1 - 2 per cent but at Reynolds number below 300 
the magnitudes of the errors were as high as 80 per cent 

The results demonstrate that all of the installation effects 
tested introduce errors in the flow measurements. This could 
perhaps be explained by disturbed flow profiles, triggering of 
turbulence and for the pulsating flow flattening of the flow 
profile. The errors occurred mainly in the flow ranges where 
the cahbration curve showed marked slopes. 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

A project concerning measurement quality assurance in 
district heating systems is in progress at Luleå University 
of Technology. The district heating industry desires 
accurate heat measurements. The flow measurement 
involved can be effected by different installation effects. 
One scope of the project is to examine the possibility of 
self diagnostic flow meters. For this reason experimental 
work concerning installation effects has been performed. 

Installation effects are regarded as one of the most 
serious origin of errors in flow measurements. All 
commonly used flow meter types are to different degrees 
effected by installation effects. An example is [1]. Ultra
sonic flow meters are also effected by different flow distur
bances. It has been shown, both with experimental work 
and simulations, that single and double elbows in front of 
an ultrasonic flow meter will cause errors [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[6], Further it has been demonstrated that pulsating flow 
will give rise to errors [7] [8]. 

Previous work considered both static installation 
effects as pipe bends and dynamic effects as pumps [8], 
The experimental work presented in this paper is a 
continuation of that work. The ultrasonic flow meter tested 
now is a new improved meter with higher sampling rate 

and better precision. Further the test facility where the 
experiments were carried out provided an increased flow 
range, both lower and higher flow rates. The frequency of 
the pulsation generated in these new experiments is lower, 
more imitating a fast control valve than a pump. 

This paper investigates errors introduced to an ultra
sonic flow meter for water by five different experimental 
configurations, one reference experiment with a long 
straight pipe in front of the meter and four disturbances. 
The disturbances that were mounted in front of the meter 
were, a single elbow, a double elbow out of plane, a reduc
tion in pipe diameter and a rotating valve generating a 
pulsating flow. The experiments were performed in a flow 
meter calibration facility and in the flow range with 
Reynolds number approximately from 25 to 110.000 in the 
10 mm diameter flow meter. 

D. T H E EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments are intended to imitate flow meter instal
lations that could be found in for example district heating 
systems, fresh water distribution systems and small process 
systems. In these systems pipe bends, pumps and fast 
control valves could be found fairly close to the meter. The 
flow range tested was from close to zero flow to slightly 
less than 2 m/s in 25.6 mm piping. This flow range is 
believed to be relevant in the systems mentioned above. 

The tested ultrasonic flow meter was exposed for five 
different experimental set-ups: 
1. Straight piping with a length of 110 pipe diameters 

(D) was mounted in front of the meter. This worked as 
a reference experiment. 

2. A single elbow was mounted 11 D in front of the 
meter. 

3. A double elbow out of plane was mounted 11 D in 
front of the meter. 

4. A diameter reduction from 51.2 to 25.6 mm piping 
was mounted 13 D in front of the meter. 

5. By rotating a butterfly valve with 130 rpm a 4.4 Hz 
pulsation was added to the flow. 

Each of the experimental set-ups will be more carefully 
described in the following text in connection with the 
presentation of the results. The flow meter is described 
below. Also the calibration facility in witch the experi
ments were performed is described below. 

A. The ultra sonic flow meter 

The flow meter under testing was an ultra sonic flow meter 
of sing-around type for water. The geometric design of the 
flow meter is described in figure 1. 

This small ultrasonic flow meter has a diagonal sound 
path tilted 20° compared with the pipe centre line. The 
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distance between the two transducers is 59.5 mm. The 
diameters of the sound path and the pipe are both 10 mm. 
Therefor the ratio between the sound path diameter and 
pipe diameter equals one. The diameter of the meter was 
reduced in order to increase the flow velocity through the 
meter. An initial 19 mm bore diameter is reduced by a 10° 
cone shaped section to 10 mm. The 25.6 mm diameter 
piping of the test facility is connected to the meter body by 
thread fittings. 

Figure 1: The schematic geometric design o f the ultrasonic flow meter. 

The meter transmitted 150 sound pulses in one direction. 
The mean time for the travelling of the sound pulse 
between the transducers was then communicated to a host 
computer. The meter then transmitted another 150 sound 
pulses in the other direction and then again communicated 
the mean travelling time. This procedure was continuously 
carried out during the measurement. After a measurement 
scries was completed, the host computer calculated the 
flow rates off line. This arrangement was chosen in order 
to get a higher sampling frequency of the flow meter. The 
sampling frequency achieved was 112 Hz. Each measure
ment lasted 120 seconds. This means that each of the 
points in the plots presented below consists of a little more 
than 13000 averaged measurements. The principle of 
operation of the flow meter and the algorithms used to 
calculate the flow velocities are described in [9]. 

The tested flow range corresponds to about 2.5 mm/s 
and 11 m/s in the 10 mm diameter pipe in the flow meter 
or stated as Reynolds number from about 25 to 110.000. In 
the tested flow range 73 measurements at different flow 
rates were performed. The reference experiment was 
repeated six times and the other experiments three times. 
During all of the experiments the temperature of the water 
varied within 19 ±1.5°C and corresponds to a change in 
density of less than ±0.04 per cent. 

B. The flow meter calibration facility 

The tests were performed in a flow meter calibration facil
ity recently built at Luleå University of Technology. The 
calibration facility is shown in figure 2. This facility is a 
development of a previous one outlined in [10]. 

The flow is generated by the head tank and controlled 
by three control valves. It's possible to produce a pulsation 
in the flow by using a rotating butterfly valve. In one of the 
three 10 m long test runs the experiments were set up. 
Finally the water was collected in one of the three tanks 
and weighed. The capacities of the scales are 25, 180 and 
1200 kg. By using three scales the flow range of the 
calibration facility was increased. The test range is from 
about 1 dm3/h to approximately 40 m'/h. Normally the 

diameter of the piping is 51.2 mm but during these 
experiments is was 25.6 mm. 

The calibration facility is based on continuous weigh
ing. The estimated accuracy is better than ±0.2 per cent. In 
these experiments the absolute accuracy is however of 
little interest as only the change compared to the reference 
experiment, and not to some "true" flow, is considered. 

. . . . , 
head tank 10 m 3 

three control valves 

one rotating valve 

reservoir 
250 m 3 

j - Ä j Ä 1 

. . , 3 ISE Ui 

Figure 2: The general outline o f the flow meter calibration facili ty. 

The function of the facility is controlled by a computer. 
This computer also collects the data and calculates the 
flow rate. It also communicates with the host computer of 
the ultrasonic flow meter. 

ID. RESULTS 

The results are mainly presented in two different ways by 
using the k-factor and the error. The calibration factor, 
k-factor, is defined as the ratio between the flow velocity 
determined by the calibration facility and the one measured 
by the flow meter. 

1 r . ^calibration 

k -factor v ultrasonic (i) 

The mean k-factor of the six reference experiments was 
multiplied with the flow measurements made by the flow 
meter to obtain compensated measurements. The results 
from the following experiments are presented as the 
percentage error, denoted error, compared with the refer
ence experiment. 

v-mean(v r t f ) 

error= mean(vref) * 100 (2) 

Here v and meanly,^) denotes the compensated velocity for 
each point in the measuring sequence and the compensated 
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mean velocity of the reference experiment. If the flow 
meter overestimates the flow compared with the reference 
experiment, it will show as a positive error. An underesti
mation will appear as a negative error. 

A. The reference experiment 

The reference experiments work as base line results. The 
other experiments with disturbances will be compared with 
this reference case. The set-up is shown in figure 3. 

4 8 D 1 1 0 D 

> _ « 

Figure 3: Top view of the experimental set-up for the reference expert-
ment. The flow enters the meter f r o m the right. 

The diameter of the piping in front and after the meter (D) 
is 25.6 mm. In the reference experiment only straight 
piping was mounted, 110 D in front of the meter and 48 D 
behind. The 110 D before the meter was used to ensure a 
fully developed flow profile at the entrance of the meter. In 
figure 4 a plot of the calibration data for the undisturbed 
reference experiment is presented. Each point in the plot is 
a mean of the six sequences. 
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Figure 4: The mean reference calibration curve of the six measuring 

sequences. 

Reynolds number in figure 4 and in the following plots is 
based on the flow determination made by the calibration 
facility and the 10 mm diameter of the flow meter. 

Most of the curve represents a k-factor of about 2.2. 
The main reason for the curve not equalling 1 is to be 
found in the geometric design of the meter. The sound 
beam only interacts with the flow slightly less than half the 
way between the transducers. 

The two bumps in the calibration curve at Reynolds 
number 10.000 and 20.000 are probably the result of the 
cavities near the transducers and the fittings and reduction 
in diameter. 

The compensated mean reference velocity is subse
quently subtracted accordingly to equation 2 so that the 
deviation in velocity is displayed in percentage. Figure 5 
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shows the error of the six measurements made with the 
reference set-up compared with the mean. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Reynolds number ti] , 0 ' 

Figure 5: The percentage error in the six reference measuring 

sequences. The solid lines represent the limits confining the six reference 

measurements w i t h a 95 per cent confidence level. 

In figure 5 and the following plots the solid curves indicate 
the limits confining the data from the six measurements 
made with a 95 per cent confidence. 

B. The single elbow experiment 

The first installation disturbance tested was the single 
elbow. The set-up is shown in figure 6. 

D  
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Figure 6: Top view o f the experimental set-up for the single elbow 

experiment. The flow enters the meter f rom the right. 

There was 11 D of straight piping between the meter and 
the outlet of the elbow. In front of the elbow a 100 D long 
straight pipe ensured a fully developed flow profile before 
the elbow. The bending radius of the elbow equalled the 
pipe diameter. The angular orientation of the elbow was 
such that the transducer plane coincided with the elbow 
plane. 

In figure 7 a plot of the error in the measured velocity 
for the single elbow experiment is presented. In figure 7 
and in the following plots (+) marks the first measuring 
sequence, (o) the second and (x) the third. 

The single elbow causes both over and under estima
tions in the flow measurements. Below Reynolds number 
of 10.000 the flow rate is underestimated by a little less 
than 3 per cent. Between 10.000 and 20.000 the flow is 
instead overestimated by about 1 per cent. With increasing 
Reynolds number up to 30.000 the flow is again underesti
mated this time by approximately 1 per cent. Finally at 
very high flow rates, with Reynolds number greater than 
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100.000, the flow rate is overestimated by a little less than 
1.5 per cent. 
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Figure 7: The percentage error due to the single elbow. The solid hnes 

represent the limits confining the six reference measurements wi th a 95 
per cent confidence level. 

Except for the range between 10.000 and 20.000 in 
Reynolds number all three of the measurement series show 
the errors stated above. Even when the meter is disturbed 
by the single elbow the repeatability seems to be the same 
as for the reference case. Figure 8 presents in a zoomed 
plot the errors at low Reynolds number. There are no 
errors observed for Reynolds numbers lower than 2000. 
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Figure 8: The percentage error due to the single elbow. The solid lines 

represent the limits confining the six reference measurements wi th a 95 
per cent confidence level. 

The shift in the calibration curve could perhaps be 
explained by the disturbed flow profile and the triggering 
of turbulence at lower Reynolds numbers [8]. If adding 
turbulence to the reference case the data in figure 4 would 
move left as turbulent behaviour would appear at lower 
Reynolds numbers. This could explain that the errors in 
figure 7 arise at Reynolds numbers where the calibration 
curve in figure 4 shows a marked slope. With the single 
elbow the flow is underestimated when the slope is 
positive and underestimated when the slope is negative. 

C. The double elbow experiment 

The second installation disturbance tested was the double 
elbow. The set-up is shown in figure 9. 

Figure 9: Top view (top) and side view (bottom) o f the experimental 

set-up for the double elbow experiment. The flow enters the meter f rom 
the right. 

Between the meter and the outlet of the second elbow there 
was 11 D of straight piping. In front of the first elbow a 
100 D long straight pipe again ensured a fully developed 
flow profile before the elbow. The bending radius of both 
elbows were the same as in the single elbow experiment. 
The angular orientation of the elbows was such that the 
angle between the transducer plane and the plane of the 
elbow closest to the meter was 90°. The two elbows were 
spaced with 4 D. Because of the distance between the 
elbows the flow after the second elbow probably swirled 
only gently [1]. In figure 10 a plot of the error in velocity 
for the double elbow experiment is presented. 
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Figure 10: The percentage error due to the double elbow. The solid hnes 

represent the limits confining the six reference measurements wi th a 95 
per cent confidence level. 

The experiment with the double elbow causes, as in the 
single elbow case, both over and under estimations in the 
flow measurements. Below Reynolds number 10.000 the 
results look about the same as for the single elbow but the 
errors are increased some. The flow is at most underesti
mated by a little less than 4 per cent. Between Reynolds 
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number 10.000 and 30.000 the measurements are mainly 
within the ±0.5 per cent range marking the spread in the 
reference experiment. In the range of Reynolds numbers 
from 30.000 to 40.000 the flow is overestimated by about 
1 per cent. In this range the single elbow measurements 
show no error. Again at Reynolds number greater than 
100.000, the flow is overestimated b y more than 1 per 
cent. Figure 11 displays the error at lower flow rates. 
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Figure 11: The percentage error due lo the double elbow. The solid lines 

represent the l imits conf in ing the six reference measurements wi th a 95 
per cent confidence level. 

Compared with the single elbow experiment the errors now 
show up at higher Reynolds number. The first error occurs 
approximately at Reynolds number 3000 and has a magni
tude of about 4 per cent. All three of the measurement 
series show the errors stated above. Also disturbed by the 
double elbow the repeatability of the meter seems to be 
almost the same as in the reference experiment. 

The most clear difference between the single and 
double elbow experiments appears in the flow range with 
Reynolds numbers from 10.000 to 40.000. The double 
elbow set-up was changed compared with the single elbow 
in the way that the elbow closest to the elbow was tilted 
90°. Earlier investigations on ultrasonic gas flow meters 
show that the behaviour of the meter can shift when the 
angular orientation of the elbow is changed [4]. Perhaps 
this could be an explanation or part of an explanation of 
the shift in error curves. Likely the flow profile and the 
swirl were also changed. 

D. The diameter reduction experiment 

The third installation disturbance tested was the reduction 
in diameter. The set-up is shown in figure 12. The diameter 
of the piping in front of the meter was reduced by using a 
45° cone shaped pipe segment. The diameter of the pipe 
before the reduction was 2 D (51.2 mm) and after 1 D 
(25.6 mm). Between the meter and the outlet of the cone 
13 D of straight piping was mounted. 

In figure 13 a plot of the error in velocity for the 
diameter reduction experiment is presented. The errors 
caused by the reduction in diameter are smaller, except at 
the highest flows, than those caused by the single and 
double elbow. In the flow range with Reynolds number 
higher than 20.000 the flow seems to be overestimated but 

clear errors are only generated for Reynolds number higher 
than 100.000. 
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Figure 12: Top view of the experimental set-up for the diameter reduc

tion experiment. The flow enters the meter f rom the right. 
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Figure 13: The percentage error due to the reduction in diameter. The 

solid hnes represent the l imits confining the six reference measurements 

with a 95 per cent confidence level. 

The flow is here overestimated by 2 per cent. Below 
Reynolds number of 20.000 the flow is both over and 
underestimated by about 1 per cent. No errors occur at 
Reynolds number lower than 3000. The repeatability of the 
meter seems again to be close to the one in the reference 
case. 

E. The pulsating flow experiment 

The fourth disturbance tested was a dynamic installation 
effect, the pulsating flow. The set-up around the meter was 
the same as in the reference experiment presented in figure 
3. A rotating valve mounted 175 D in front of the meter, 
110 25.6 mm and 65 51.2 mm diameters, opened and 
closed the flow path a little more than four times a second. 
At high flows this arrangement caused vibrations in the 
piping. Therefor a bypass valve was slightly opened at 
high flows to reduce vibrations. 

In figure 14 a plot of the error in velocity for the 4.4 Hz 
pulsating flow experiment is presented. The (+), (o) and 
(x) mark the data obtained with the bypass valve closed 
and the (*) marks the data when this valve was partly 
opened. All measurements with the valve slightly opened 
are within the limits representing the uncertainty of the 
reference experiment. At Reynolds number over 20.000 
actually all the measurements are within these limits. In the 
flow range below Reynolds number 20.000 the flow is 
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both over and underestimated by 1 to 2 per cent. As can be 
seen in figure 15, the meter underestimates the flow with 
tenths of per cent for very small flows with a few hundred 
in Reynolds number. 
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Figure 14: The percentage error due to the 4 . 4 Hz pulsation. The solid 

lines represent the limits confining the six reference measurements wi th a 
95 percent confidence level. 
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Figure 15: The percentage error due to the 4.4 Hz pulsation. The solid 

hnes represent the limits confining the six reference measurements wi th a 
95 per cent confidence level. 

Here no swirl is present in the flow neither is the flow 
profile asymmetric. A pulsating flow will cause other 
effects. At laminar and transient flow the mean flow profile 
is generally flattened out when a pulsation is present in the 
flow. This shows as an imaginary high Reynolds number. 
An ultrasonic flow meter then normally underestimates the 
flow. A pulsation in fully developed turbulent flows is not 
likely to effect the performance of the meter. [7] 

The measurements with pulsating flow show good 
consistency with previous results. Aliasing is believed to 
have little influence on the error as the sampling frequency 
is about 30 times higher than the pulsation frequency. 

rv. DISCUSSION 

The results demonstrate that all installation effects tested 
give rise to errors in the flow measurements of 2 per cent 
or more compared with the reference experiment. The flow 

rates were both over and underestimated. These errors 
occurred mainly in the flow ranges where the calibration 
curve showed marked slopes. This was in the ranges with 
Reynolds number 25 - 40.000 and 100.000 - 110.000. 
1. For Reynolds number 3000 and higher the six refer

ence measurements were confined within a ±0.5 per 
cent limit with a 95 per cent confidence level. 

2. In the single elbow experiment the errors caused were 
up to 3 per cent in the range of Reynolds number from 
3000 to 5000. At Reynolds number higher than 
100.000 errors of about 1.5 per cent also occurred. In 
most of the flow range there were no or smaller errors. 

3. The errors generated by the double elbow were similar 
to those caused by the single elbow. The errors were 
however slightly larger. The maximum error was a 
little less than 4 per cent and showed up at Reynolds 
number 4000. 

4. In the diameter reduction experiment the clear errors 
took place at Reynolds number higher than 100.000. 
The largest error was approximately 2 per cent. 

5. The pulsating flow generated no errors at Reynolds 
number higher than 20.000. In these fully developed 
turbulent flows the pulsation did not effect the 
performance of the meter. At Reynolds number lower 
than 20.000 errors showed up mainly in the range of 1 
to 2 per cent. At Reynolds number below 300 the 
errors were as large as 80 per cent. 

A future paper will investigate if the spread in data could 
be used to detect the installation effects presented in this 
paper. If so, perhaps a measure of the scattering could be 
used for a self diagnostic flow meter. 
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Abstract 

A s m a l l u l t r a s o n i c f l o w m e t e r f o r w a t e r w a s e x p o s e d t o l i v e d i f f e r e n t test c o n f i g u r a t i o n s , a r e f e r e n c e e x p e r i m e n t , a s i n g l e e l b o w , 

a d o u b l e e l b o w o u t o f p l a n e , a r e d u c t i o n i n p i p e d i a m e t e r a n d a p u l s a t i n g f l o w e x p e r i m e n t . A l l tests w e r e p e r f o r m e d i n a H o w 

c a l i b r a t i o n f a c i l i t y r a n g i n g o v e r R e y n o l d s n u m b e r f r o m 25 t o 110 0 0 0 . T h e e x p e r i m e n t s w i t h t he f o u r i n s t a l l a t i o n e f f e c t s w e r e 

c o m p a r e d w i t h a r e f e r e n c e e x p e r i m e n t . T h e e r r o r a n d the c h a n g e i n s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n c o m p a r e d t o the r e f e r e n c e e x p e r i m e n t w e r e 

c a l c u l a t e d . T h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n se rve as a m e a s u r e o f the n o i s e l e v e l o f t he f l o w mete r . T h e r e su l t s s h o w tha t a l l d i s t u rbances 

g e n e r a t e d e r r o r s i n t he f l o w m e a s u r e m e n t . T h e m a x i m u m e r r o r s w e r e m a i n l y i n t he r ange o f 2 - 4 % o f f l o w ra te , bu t a t v e r y l o w 

flow ra tes t he p u l s a t i n g f l o w c a u s e d l a r g e r e r r o r s . I n m o s t o f t h e f l o w r a n g e the re w e r e n o o r s m a l l e r e r ro rs . A l l i n s t a l l a t i o n e f f e c t s 

a l so g e n e r a t e d an i n c r e a s e i n the n o i s e l e v e l . T h e d i f f e r e n t p i p e c o n f i g u r a t i o n s i nc r ea sed the s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n u p t o m o r e than 

1 0 0 % . T h e p u l s a t i n g f l o w i n d u c e d e v e n h i g h e r e n l a r g e m e n t s i n the n o i s e l e v e l . T h e e r r o r s a n d t he inc rease i n t he s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n 

are p r e s e n t i n a b o u t t he s ame f l o w ranges . T h e re su l t s d e m o n s t r a t e n o t o n l y t ha t t he i n s t a l l a t i o n e f f e c t s tes ted i n t r o d u c e e r rors i n 

t he flow m e a s u r e m e n t s b u t a l so tha t these e f f e c t s can be d e t e c t e d f r o m the n o i s e l e v e l i n the da ta . T h e n o i s e l e v e l w a s d e t e r m i n e d 

f r o m the s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n . T h i s c o u l d be i n t e r p r e t e d as t h a t the d i s t u r b a n c e s a m p l i f y the t u r b u l e n c e i n t e n s i t y . T h u s the s tandard 

d e v i a t i o n c a n be u s e d as a m e a s u r e o f t he t u r b u l e n c e . T h e p r e sence o f a d i s t u r b a n c e c o u l d be r e c o g n i s e d b y c o m p a r i n g the m a g n i t u d e 

o f the n o i s e l e v e l i n t he p resen t da ta w i t h a r e f e r e n c e l e v e l v a l i d f o r t he m e a s u r e d f l o w ra te . A p r o c e d u r e l i k e t h i s c o u l d p o s s i b l y 

be p e r f o r m e d b y t he m e t e r i t s e l f i n o p e r a t i o n . © 2 0 0 0 E l s e v i e r S c i e n c e L t d . A l l rights r e s e r v e d . 
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1. Introduction 

A project concerning measurement quality assurance 
in district heating systems is in progress at Luleå Univer
sity of Technology. One of the main desires of the dis
trict heating industry is accurate heat transfer measure
ments. It is well known that the flow measurement 
involved will be affected by different installation effects. 
One aspect of the project is to examine the possibility 
of self diagnostic techniques for flow meters. 

Installation effects are regarded as one of the most 
serious origin of errors in flow measurements. For this 
reason experimental work concerning installation effects 
has been performed. All commonly used flow meter 
types are to different degrees affected by installation 
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effects. Examples are [1—3]. Ultrasonic flow meters are 
also affected by different flow disturbances. It has been 
shown, both with experimental work and simulations, 
that single and double elbows in front of an ultrasonic 
flow meter will cause errors [4-7]. Further it has been 
demonstrated that pulsating flow will give rise to errors 
[8,9J. Work has also been done concerning diagnostic 
methods for other types of flow meters however not 
dealing with installation effects but other error sources 
affecting the performance [10,11]. 

Previous work considered both static installation 
effects caused by pipe bends and dynamic effects gener
ated by pumps [9]. The experimental work presented in 
this paper is a continuation of the work in [9,14]. The 
same experimental data used in this paper was also used 
in [14]. In [14] only the errors caused by installation 
effects were considered. In this paper the noise level in 
the data will also be investigated. Compared to [9] the 
ultrasonic flow meter tested is a new improved meter 
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with higher sampling rate and better precision. Further 
the test facility where the experiments were carried out 
provided an increased flow range, with both lower and 
higher flow rates. In [9] a pulsating flow was generated 
by using a pump. The frequency of the pulsation gener
ated in these new experiments is lower, better imitating a 
fast control valve that might be found in district heating 
subscriber stations. 

In this paper an ultrasonic flow meter for water was 
exposed to five different test configurations, one refer
ence set-up and four disturbances. The disturbances, 
which were mounted in front of the meter, were a single 
elbow, a double elbow out of plane, a reduction in diam
eter and a rotating valve. The experiments were perfor
med in a flow meter calibration facility in the flow range 
with Reynolds number approximately from 25 to 
110 000. All four of the disturbances caused errors when 
compared with the reference experiment [14]. 

For the purpose of flow meter self diagnostics this 
paper will investigate the possibility of using the noise 
level in the data to detect if the meter was exposed to 
one of the disturbances. The basic assumption is that 
the noise level in the signal from the flow meter is well 
correlated to turbulence intensity in the meter. 

1.1. The ultrasonic flow meter 

The tested flow meter is a small ultrasonic flow meter 
for water of the sing-around type. This flow meter has 
a diagonal sound path tilted 20° compared with the pipe 
centre line. The distance between the two transducers is 
59.5 mm. The diameters of the sound path and the pipe 
are both 10 mm. Therefore, the ratio between the sound 
path diameter and pipe diameter equals one. The diam
eter of the meter was reduced in order to increase the 
flow velocity through the meter. An initial 19 mm bore 
diameter is reduced to 10 mm by a 10° cone shaped 
section. The 25.6 mm diameter piping of the test facility 
is connected to the meter body by thread fittings. The 
meter is also described in [14]. 

The meter transmitted 150 sound pulses in both the 
up and the down stream direction. The mean time for 
the travelling of the sound pulse between the transducers 
was continuously communicated to a host computer. 
When a measurement sequence was completed, the host 
computer calculated the flow rates off line. This arrange
ment was chosen in order to get a higher sampling fre
quency of the flow meter. The sampling frequency achi
eved was 112 Hz. The principle of operation of the flow 
meter and the algorithms used to calculate the flow velo
cities are described in [12]. 

1.2. The flow meter calibration facility 

The tests were performed in a flow meter calibration 
facility recently built at Luleå University of Technology. 

The calibration facility is based on continuous weighing. 
This facility is outlined in [13.14], 

The flow is generated by a head tank and controlled 
by control valves. A pulsating flow can be generated by 
using a rotating butterfly valve. In one of three 11 m 
long test runs the experiments were set up. Finally the 
water was collected in one of three tanks and weighed. 
By using three scales with different capacities the flow 
range of the calibration facility was increased. The range 
is from 0.7 to more than 40 000 1/h. 

The operation of the facility is controlled by a com
puter. This computer also collects the data and calculates 
the flow rate. It also communicates with the host com
puter of the ultrasonic flow meter. 

In Fig. 1 the estimated total uncertainty of the cali
bration facility with a 95% confidence is plotted [13]. 

At flow rates over 20 1/h the total uncertainty is 
±0.1%. The total uncertainty increases at lower flow 
rates as the precision limit increases. The estimated bias 
limit is constant with a magnitude of+0.05%. This per
formance is satisfactory for the experiments presented in 
this paper, especially as the bias limit is not of great 
interest as only the change from the reference experi
ment is studied in these experiments. 

2. The experiments 

The experiments are intended to imitate flow meter 
installations that could be found in for example district 
heating and fresh water distribution systems and small 
process systems. In these systems for example pipe 
bends, pumps and fast control valves can be found fairly 
close to the meter. The flow range tested was from close 
to zero flow to about 2 m/s in 25.6 mm piping. This flow 
range is believed to be relevant in the systems men
tioned above. 

10° in' 10s 101 to' 
(low rate [1/0] 

F i g . 1. The estimated total uncertainty as per cent o f flow rate f o r 

test t imes o f 120 s [ 1 3 ] . 
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The tested ultrasonic flow meter was exposed for five 
different experimental set-ups: 

1. Straight piping was mounted in front of the meter. 
This worked as a reference experiment. 

2. A single elbow was mounted 11 D in front of the 
meter. 

3. A double elbow out of plane was mounted 11 D in 
front of the meter. 

4. A diameter reduction was mounted 13 D in front of 
the meter. 

5. Finally the meter was exposed to a pulsating flow. 

The flow meter was tested over a 1:4400 flow range, 
with Reynolds number from 25 to 110 000. These corre
spond to flow velocities of 2.5 mm/s to 11 m/s in the 
10 mm diameter pipe in the flow meter or 0.7 and 3 100 
1/h in general. 

In this range 73 measurements at different flow rates 
were performed. Each measurement lasted 120 s. This 
means that, with the 112 Hz sampling frequency, each 
of the measuring points consists of a little more than 
13 000 averaged measurements. The reference experi
ment was repeated six times and the other experiments 
three times. It took a little less than 48 h to acquire all 
the data in the reference experiment and about 16 h in 
the other experiments. 

During the experiments the temperature of the water 
varied freely. The temperature was within 19±1.5°C and 
corresponds to a change in density of less than +0.04%. 
This change was not corrected for. 

3. Results 

The results displaying the errors caused by the disturb
ances are mainly presented in two different ways by 
using the meter factor and the error. The meter factor 

is defined as the ratio between the flow velocity determ
ined by the calibration facility at each measuring point 
and the mean of the 13 000 measurements made by the 
flow meter. 

r . ^calibration . . . 

meter factor= (1) 
Vullxasoriic 

The mean meter factor of the six reference experi
ments was multiplied with the flow measurements made 
by the flow meter to obtain compensated measurements. 
This means that the mean of the compensated measure
ments by the flow meter in the reference experiment will 
agree with the measurements made by the calibration 
facility. The results from the following experiments are 
presented as the percentage error of flow rate, denoted 
error, compared with the reference experiment. 

error= 2^255=100 (2) 

vrefmca„ 

Here v denotes compensated velocity for each point in 
the measuring sequence of any experiment and v r e f . m e a „ 
denotes the compensated mean velocity of the six 
measurements performed at each flow rate in the refer
ence experiment. I f the flow meter overestimates the 
flow compared with the reference experiment, it will 
show as a positive error. An underestimation will appear 
as a negative error. 

The noise level in the assumed Gaussian distributed 
signal is represented by the estimated standard deviation 
based on the about 13 000 measurements composing 
each measuring point. The results concerning the stan
dard deviation are mainly displayed by std r e r.m t. a„ and 
std c h i m g e . The noise level of the data in the reference 
experiment is represented by the mean of the six stan
dard deviations estimated at each of the 73 flow rates, 
denoted s td„ f i i n e a n . The results from the reference experi
ment and the experiments with disturbances are 
presented as the percentage change in the standard devi
ation from the mean of the reference experiment, std c h l m g e 

stdc e =

 s t d - s t d ^ — 1 0 0 (3) 
' - s td r e f m e a „ 

Here std denotes the standard deviation of the 
measurements in each measuring point of the experi
ments. If the standard deviation increased in the flow 
measurements compared with the mean of the reference 
experiment it will show as a positive change in the plots. 
If instead the standard deviation decreased a negative 
change will display. 

In the plots Reynolds number was based on the flow 
determination performed by the calibration facility and 
the 10 mm diameter of the ultrasonic flow meter. 

3.1. The reference experiment 

The reference experiment works as base line results. 
The other experiments with disturbances will be com
pared with this reference case. 

The diameter of the piping in front and after the meter 
(D) was 25.6 mm. In the reference experiment only 
straight piping was mounted, 110 D in front of the meter 
and 48 D behind. This was to ensure a fully developed 
flow profile at the entrance of the meter. 

In Figs. 2 and 3 plots of the mean meter factor curve 
for the six undisturbed measuring sequences of the refer
ence experiment is presented. 

The meter factor is stated as shown in Eq. (1). Fig. 
2 presents the mean meter factor of the six reference 
measurement sequences. Fig. 3 displays the same data as 
Fig. 2 but with Reynolds number in a logarithmic scale. 
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F i g . 2 . The mean reference meter factor curve o f the six measur

i n g sequences. 

Reynolds number^] 

Fig . 3. The mean reference meter factor curve o f the six measuring 

sequences. Reynolds number is in logar i thmic scale. 

The magnitude of the meter factor for turbulent flow 
is about 2.2. This could be explained by the geometric 
design of the meter. This since the sound beam only 
interacts with the flow slightly less than half the way 
between the transducers [12]. The distance between the 
two transducers is 59.5 mm. For a distance of 29 mm 
the sound will interact with the flow. For laminar flow 
the meter factor decreases due to the change to a quad
ratic flow profile. 

The bumps in the meter factor curve at Reynolds 
number 10 000, 20 000 and 100 000 are probably the 
result of the cavities near the transducers, the fittings of 
the piping and the reduction in diameter. At Reynolds 
number 100 an outlier in the third measuring sequence 
caused a small deviation in the mean meter factor curve. 
The details of the meter factor curve are not easily 
understood. It is a complex fluid dynamic problem which 
probably includes strong recirculation in the cavities and 

potentially even cavitation. Further investigations are 
required to fully explain the appearance of the curve. 

The compensated mean reference velocity is sub
sequently subtracted accordingly to Eq. (2) so that the 
deviation in velocity is displayed in percentage. Fig. 4 
displays the error in velocity of each measuring point of 
the six measuring sequences made with the reference set
up compared with the mean. The error in velocity, error, 
is calculated as shown in Eq. (2). 

In Fig. 4 the solid curves indicate the limits confining 
the data from the six measurements made with a 95% 
conhdence. These limits represent the repeatability in 
both the flow meter and the calibration facility. In the 
following experiment this means that points outside 
these limits indicate a significant error compared to the 
reference experiment. 

For Reynolds number higher than 3000 the measure
ments were confined within ±0.5%. For Reynolds num
ber 500. 50 and 10 the limits are ±5, ±20 and ±40%. 
This means that the range with ±0.5% accuracy is 1:40 
and the range with ±5%' is 1:240. If comparing Fig. 4 
with Fig. 1, it can be seen that the uncertainty of the 
calibration facility will influence the results presented in 
Fig. 4 only slightly. 

In Figs. 5 and 6 the mean standard deviation for the 
undisturbed reference experiment, std r c t, n l e a n, is 
presented. Each point in the plots represents a mean of 
the six measurement sequences made. In Fig. 6 Reynolds 
number is in logarithmic scale. 

The noise level in the measurements increase steadily 
with higher Reynolds number except for laminar flows. 
This can be seen in Fig. 6, showing a zoomed plot of 
the standard deviation. 

At Reynolds number below 2000 the standard devi
ation is almost constant with a magnitude of about 0.3 

Fig . 4 . The percentage error in the six reference measuring 

sequences. The sol id lines represent the l im i t s c o n f i n i n g the six refer

ence measurements w i t h a 9 5 % confidence level . Reynolds number is 

i n locar i thmic scale. 
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Fig. 5 . The mean standard devia t ion s t d r e f . m i ; a n o f the data in the refer

ence exper iment . 
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Fig . 6. The mean standard devia t ion s td r e ( m c ü n o f the data in the refer

ence exper iment . Reynolds number is in logar i thmic scale. 

mm/s. This level represents the basic noise level of the 
flow meter. At transient flow above Reynolds number of 
2000 the noise level in the measurements start to 
increase as the flow becomes more and more turbulent. 
As Fig. 5 displays, the standard deviation continues to 
increase throughout the whole flow range. It seems as if 
the standard deviation works as a measure of the turbu
lence intensity present in the flow. The increase of the 
noise level at Reynolds number over 2000 is not linear. 
In order to explain the details of the appearance of the 
curve further investigations are required. 

The mean standard deviation shown in Figs. 5 and 6 
is subsequently subtracted as shown in Eq. (3) so that 
the deviation in standard deviation is displayed in per

centage. Fig. 7 presents the change in standard deviation 
of each measuring point of the six measuring sequences 
made with the reference set-up compared with the mean. 
The change in standard deviation. std c h a n „ e , is calculated 
as shown in Eq. (3). 

The solid curves indicate the limits confining all the 
data from the six measurements made with this reference 
set-up with a 95% confidence level. These limits point 
out the repeatability of the standard deviation esti
mations made. As with the error this means that points 
outside these limits in the following experiment indicate 
a significant change in standard deviation compared to 
the reference experiment. 

Between Reynolds number 15 000 and 90 000 the 
measurements are confined within ±5%. For Reynolds 
numbers from 2000 to 15 000 and higher than 90 000 
the limits are ±20%. At a Reynolds number lower than 
2000 the limits increase to ±100%. If comparing Fig. 7 
with Fig. 1. it can be seen that the uncertainty of the 
calibration facility has a negligible influence on the 
results presented in Fig. 7. 

3.2. The single elbow experiment 

The first installation disturbance tested was the single 
elbow. There was 11 D of straight piping between the 
meter and the outlet of the elbow. In front of the elbow 
a 100 D long straight pipe ensured a fully developed 
flow profile before the elbow. The bending radius of the 
elbow equalled the pipe diameter. The angular orien
tation of the elbow was such that the transducer plane 
coincided with the elbow plane [14]. 

In Fig. 8 and in the following plots, (+) marks the first 
measuring sequence, (O) the second and (x) the third. In 

F i g . 7. The change o f the standard devia t ion in per cent s t d d l ; l n J . e in 

the reference experiment. The so l id lines represent the l i m i t s c o n f i n i n g 

a l l the data f r o m the six measurements w i t h a 9 5 % conf idence l eve l . 

Reynolds number is in logar i thmic scale. 
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F ig . 8. The percentage error due to the single e lbow. The so l id lines represent the l imi t s con f in ing the six reference measurements w i t h a 95% 

confidence level . 

Fig. 8 a plot shows the percentage error in the measured 
velocity due to the single elbow. On the x-axis Reynolds 
number are only shown from 1000 to 120 000. 

The single elbow causes both over and under esti
mations in the flow measurements compared to the refer
ence experiment. These errors were significant at Reyn
olds number in the ranges 2000-30 000 and 100 000-
110 000. The largest error was 3% and occurred at Reyn
olds number 4000. There are no significant difference in 
the errors for Reynolds number lower than 2000. 

The significant errors in Fig. 8 arise at Reynolds num
bers where the meter factor curve in Figs. 2 and 3 shows 
a marked slope. With the single elbow the flow is under
estimated when the slope is positive and underestimated 
when the slope is negative. This shift in the meter factor 
curve could perhaps be explained by the disturbed flow 
profile and the triggering of turbulence at lower Reyn
olds numbers [101. I f adding turbulence to the reference 
case the data in Figs. 2 and 3 would move left as turbu
lent behaviour would appear at lower Reynolds numbers. 
In Fig. 9 a plot of the change in standard deviation due 
to the single elbow is presented. 

The single elbow causes an increase of the standard 
deviation in the flow measurement in almost the whole 
flow range. The most distinct increase occurs about in 
same flow range as the errors show up. 

At Reynolds number in the ranges of 4000-8000 and 
100 000-110 000 the change in standard deviation is 
between 20 and 100%. For Reynolds number from 

30 000 to 90 000 the standard deviation increased by 
about 15%. In this range where were no errors. Below 
Reynolds number 4000 some measurements show an 
increased standard deviation but most do not. 

The errors and the increase in noise level occur in 
most cases at the same flow rate. Where there is a sig
nificant error there is also an increase in standard devi
ation. In the range over Reynolds number 20 000-30 000 
there is however a small error but not any increase in the 
noise level. In the range over Reynolds number 30 000-
90 000 there is on the contrary an increase in standard 
deviation but no error. 

The repeatability seems to be about the same as in the 
reference case, both for the errors and the standard devi
ation. 

3.3. The double elbow experiment 

The second installation disturbance tested was the 
double elbow. Between the meter and the outlet of the 
second elbow there was 11 D of straight piping. In front 
of the first elbow a 100 D long straight pipe ensured 
again a fully developed flow profile before the elbow. 
The bending radiuses of both elbows were the same as 
in the single elbow experiment. The angular orientation 
of the elbows was such that the angle between the trans
ducer plane and the plane of the elbow closest to the 
meter was 90°. The two elbows were spaced with 4 D 
[14]. 
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Fig. 9 . The change o f the standard devia t ion in per cent s td d l i , 

the six reference measurements w i t h a 9 5 % confidence level . 

in the single elbow experiment. The so l id lines represent the l i m i t s conf in ing 

Figs. 10 and 11 shows respectively the error in velo
city and the change in standard deviation due to the dou
ble elbow. 

The double elbow caused in general slightly larger 
errors than the single elbow. The significant errors 
showed up mainly at Reynolds number in the ranges 
3000-8000 and 100 000-110 000. The largest error was 
about 4% and occurred at Reynolds number 4000. Below 
Reynolds number 3000 all errors are comparable to ref
erence conditions. 

The errors caused by the double elbow are similar to 
those generated by the single elbow. The reason for this 
could be the spacing of the two elbows [11. The double 
and single elbow experiments are however different in 
the range with Reynolds numbers from 10 000 to 40 000. 
The change of the angular orientation of the elbow clos
est to the meter could perhaps be the explanation. Earlier 
investigations on ultrasonic gas flow meters show that 
the behaviour of the meter can shift when the angular 
orientation of the elbow is changed [6], 

Also the noise level of the data in the double elbow 
experiment is similar to that in the single elbow experi
ment. In the ranges of Reynolds number 30 000-60 000 
and 100 000-110 000 the increase was from 15 to 50%. 
Also at Reynolds numbers below 20 000 the change in 
standard deviation is almost identical compared to the 
change that occurred in the single elbow experiment. 

The clear increase took place at Reynolds numbers 
higher than 3000. The magnitude of the increase is the 
same as in the single elbow case, 20-100%. 

The errors greater than reference conditions and the 
significant increase in noise level occur also in the dou
ble elbow experiment in most cases at the same flow 
rate. At Reynolds number 20 000 and in the range over 
50 000-80 000 there is however an increase in standard 
deviation but no errors. 

Again the repeatability was about the same as in the 
reference experiment. Also in the double elbow experi
ment the errors and the change in standard deviation 
mainly took place in the ranges where the meter factor 
curve inclines. 

3.4. The diameter reduction experiment 

The third installation disturbance tested was the 
reduction in diameter. The diameter of the piping in front 
of the meter was reduced by using a 45° cone shaped 
pipe segment. The diameter of the pipe before the 
reduction was 2 D (51.2 mm) and after 1 D (25.6 mm). 
Between the meter and the outlet of the cone 13 D of 
straight piping was mounted [14]. 

Fig. 12 presents the percentage error in velocity due 
to the diameter reduction. 

The errors caused by the reduction in diameter were 
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F i g . 11 . The change o f the standard deviat ion i n per cent s t d c h a n E i ; in the double e lbow exper iment . The so l id lines represent the l i m i t s c o n f i n i n g 

the six reference measurements w i t h a 9 5 % confidence l eve l . 
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Fig . 12. The percentage error due to the diameter reduction. The sol id lines represent the l imi t s c o n f i n i n g the six reference measurements wi th 

a 95% confidence level . 

smaller, excepl at the highest flow rates, than those 
caused by the single and double elbow. The largest error 
was approximately 2% and occurred in the range of 
Reynolds numbers from 100 000 to 110 000. 

Fig. 13 displays the change in standard deviation in 
the experiment with the diameter reduction. 

As with the error, the distinct change in standard devi
ation occurs at Reynolds numbers higher than 100 000. 
Below no clear changes in standard deviation take place. 
Some but not all of the repeated measurements show a 
significant increase in the noise level for Reynolds num
bers 2000-5000. 

The significant errors and increase in noise level occur 
again at the same flow rate. Where might be a small 
error in the range over Reynolds numbers 20 000-30 000 
without any increase in standard deviation. 

3.5. The pulsating flow experiment 

The fourth disturbance tested was a dynamic instal
lation effect, the pulsating flow. The set-up was the same 
as in the reference. A rotating valve opened and closed 
the flow path 4.4 times each second 175 A 110 25.6 mm 
and 65 51.2 mm diameters, in front of the meter [14]. 

The main frequency of the pulsation is 4.4 Hz but at 
Reynolds numbers below 1000 another frequency 
appears. At Reynolds numbers below 1000 the 6.6 Hz 

frequency is dominant. The power spectrum density 
plots in Fig. 14 exemplifies this. The left plot describes 
the pulsating flow at Reynolds number 370 and the right 
at Reynolds number 10 300. At Reynolds number 370 
the 6.6 Hz frequency contains the most power. The 4.4 
Hz frequency is dominant at Reynolds number 10 300. 

At high flows this arrangement, with the rotating but
terfly valve, caused vibrations in the piping. Therefore, a 
bypass valve was slightly opened at high flows to reduce 
vibrations. The (+), (O) and (x) marks the data obtained 
with the bypass valve closed and the (*) marks the data 
when this valve was partly opened. 

The errors caused by the pulsating flow is shown in 
Figs. 15 and 16. 

The measurements with the bypass valve slightly 
opened showed no significant errors, neither did any of 
the measurements at Reynolds numbers over 20 000. 
Errors with the magnitude of up to 3% took place in the 
range of Reynolds numbers from 3 000 to 20 000. As 
can be seen in Fig. 16, where a Reynolds number down 
to 10 is shown, large errors, 10-80%, occurred at Reyn
olds numbers lower than 300. These very large errors 
could perhaps be explained by the meter factor curve 
that is very steep at low flow rates in question. To deter
mine the reason for these large errors further investi
gations are required. 

Here no swirl is present in the flow neither is the flow 
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F i g . 13. The change o f the standard deviat ion in per cent s t d c h a n ^ e in the diameter reduction experiment. The sol id lines represent the l imi t s 

c o n f i n i n g the six reference measurements w i t h a 9 5 % conf idence level . 
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F i g . 14. T w o power spectrum density plots o f flow meter data f r o m the pulsat ion experiment. The le f t p lo t is based on measurements made at 

Reynolds number 370 or 0.037 m/s and the right at Reynolds number 10 300 or 1.033 m/s. 

profile asymmetric. A pulsating flow will cause other 
effects. At laminar and transient flow the mean flow pro
file is generally flattened out when a pulsation is present 
in the flow [15]. This shows as an imaginary high Reyn
olds number. An ultrasonic flow meter then normally 
underestimates the flow. A pulsation in fully developed 

turbulent flows is not likely to affect the performance of 
the meter [9]. 

Figs. 17 and 18 display the change in standard devi
ation in the experiment with the pulsating flow. In Fig. 
18 the scale includes Reynolds numbers from 10 to 
120 000. 
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F i g . 15. T h e percentage error due to the 4.4 Hz pulsat ion. The so l id lines represent the l im i t s c o n f i n i n g the six reference measurements wi th a 

9 5 % conf idence level . 

When the bypass valve was opened only the measure
ment at Reynolds number 8000 shows a significant 
increase in standard deviation. When the bypass valve 
was closed the standard deviation on the contrary was 
highly enlarged compared to the reference case. In the 
range with Reynolds numbers 20 000-60 000 the 
increase was about 20%. 

It can he seen that the noise in the data was highly 
increased at low Reynolds number. At Reynolds num
bers from 25 to 20 000 the increase was as high as 
100-1200%. 

In the experiments with different pipe configurations 
the errors and the increase in noise level occur in most 
cases at the same flow rate. In this case the' pulsating 
flow causes an increase in standard deviation in the 
whole flow range over Reynolds numbers 2.5-100 000 
except when the bypass valve was open. In the range 
over Reynolds numbers 300-3000 and 20 000-100 000 
there are however not any errors. 

4. Discussion 

The results demonstrate that all installation effects 
tested give rise to flow metering errors greater than refer
ence conditions as well as significant changes in the 
noise level calculated as standard deviation. The results 

are reproducible, at least for the time scale of days. That 
is how long it took to acquire the data. 

1. For Reynolds numbers 3000-110 000. corresponding 
to a rangeability of 1:40, the six reference measure
ments were confined within a ±0.5% limit with a 95% 
confidence level. At Reynolds number 500 this limit 
was ±5% corresponding to a rangeability of 1:240. 

2. In the reference experiment the standard deviation 
was constant with a magnitude of about 0.3 mm/s at 
laminar flows. Above Reynolds number 2000 the 
standard deviation increased steadily with increasing 
Reynolds number. 

3. In the single elbow experiment the standard deviation 
increased at the most with 100% at Reynolds number 
4000. The single elbow caused errors with up to 3%. 
This largest error also showed up at Reynolds number 
4000. At Reynolds number higher than 100 000 the 
increase was about 50%. An error of about 1.5% also 
occurred. In most of the flow range there were no or 
smaller errors. 

4. The enlargement of the standard deviation caused by 
the double elbow was almost identical to the increase 
generated by the single elbow. The errors were 
slightly larger, at most about 4%. As in the single 
elbow case, the errors and the increase in standard 
deviation showed up in about the same flow ranges. 
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F i g . 16. The percentage error due to the 4.4 Hz pulsat ion. The sol id lines represent the l im i t s con t inu ing the six reference measurements w i t h a 

9 5 % confidence level . 

5. In the diameter reduction experiment the clear change 
in standard deviation as well as the error took place 
at Reynolds numbers higher than 100 000. The 
change in standard deviation was about 40% and the 
error slightly higher than 2%. 

6. The pulsating flow generated a large increase in the 
standard deviation compared to the reference case for 
flow rates with Reynolds numbers lower than 20 000. 
The enlargement of the noise level was up to 1200% 
at Reynolds number 3000. At higher flows with Reyn
olds numbers from 20 000 to 60 000 the increase in 
noise level was about 20%. No significant errors were 
caused at Reynolds numbers higher than 20 000. The 
errors were mainly in the range of 1-2% but at Reyn
olds numbers below 300 the magnitudes of the errors 
were as high as 80%. 

The results demonstrate that the installation effects 
tested introduce an error in the flow measurements 
greater than the error during reference conditions. They 
also demonstrate that these changes of the installation 
can be detected from the increase in the noise level of 
the flow signal compared to the reference case. Further 
it is clear that where there is a larger error, more than 
1 %, there is also a very clear increase in standard devi
ation. 

The larger errors mainly occurred in the flow ranges 

with Reynolds numbers below 40 000 or over 100 000. 
These ranges are also the ranges where the mean meter 
factor curve in the reference experiment showed up 
marked slopes. There are perhaps also significant impli
cations for meter design in these results. 

The noise level calculated as standard deviation could 
be interpreted as a measure of the turbulence. And it is 
very likely that the disturbances do increase the turbu
lence intensity of the flow. At Reynolds numbers below 
2000, i.e. laminar flow, the signal in the reference 
experiment only contains the basic noise level. Except 
for the pulsating flow experiment there were no increase 
in the noise level due to the disturbances in this flow 
range. Neither were there any errors in this flow range, 
except in the case with pulsating flow. 

In conclusion, it is clear that the presence of a disturb
ance could be recognised by simply comparing the mag
nitude of the standard deviation in the present data with 
a reference level valid for the measured flow rate. 
Further it is likely that the marked noise increases are 
correlated to significant measurement error. It is antici
pated that a procedure to detect the introduction of a 
disturbance and the thereby caused metering errors can 
be implemented in the flow meter. Thus giving the flow 
meter a self diagnosing capability. 
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Fig. 17. The change in standard deviat ion in per cent s t d c h a n „ e due to the 4.4 Hz pulsat ion. The sol id lines represent the l imi t s c o n f i n i n g the six 

reference measurements w i t h a 9 5 % confidence level . 

F ig . 18. T h e change in standard deviation in per cent s t d c , i a i l „ c due to the 4.4 H z pulsat ion. The sol id lines represent the l imi t s c o n f i n i n g the six 

reference measurements w i t h a 95% conhdence level . 
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TEMPERATURE AND INSTALLATION EFFECTS ON SMALL 

COMMERCIAL ULTRASONIC FLOW METERS 
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Abstract: Experimental work has been performed on a selection of small ultrasonic flow meters 
for water. This work was accomplished in order to investigate the influence of temperature and 
flow profile disturbances on the performance of flow meters in district heating applications. 

The flow meters tested were all ultrasonic flow meters of sing-around type. The selection 
of flow meters contains in total seven meters of three different brands. All meters have a flow 
range from 0.015 m3/h to 1.5 m3/h. These meters are commonly used in heat meters in small 
district heating subscriber stations. The flow meters are presented without identification. 

All tests were performed in a flow meter calibration facility and in a flow range including the 
minimum and maximum flow of each flow meter. In the tests three different water tempera
tures and three different installations were investigated. Water temperatures of 20 "C, 50"C 
and 70"C were used. These temperatures are representative for district heating applications. 
The installations tested involved flow meters mounted with long straight pipes both up- and 
down-stream representing ideal conditions, a single elbow and a double elbow out of plane 
both generating disturbed flow profiles. All set-ups are in accordance with the flow meter 
specifications. 

The results demonstrate that both the change in temperature and the disturbed flow 
profiles introduce errors in the flow measurements. The change from 20 0 C to 50 0 C and 
70" C can cause a shift in meter performance larger than the specified maximum permissible 
error. Compared with the ideal installation the installations generating disturbed flow profiles 
cause errors up to more than 2 %. The errors due to temperature and installation effects 
have a bias to add when combined. This might lead to even larger errors. 

Keywords: ultrasonic flow meter temperature installation effects district heating 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A project concerning measurement quality assurance in district heating systems is in progress at Luleå Univer
sity of Technology. The district heating industry desires accurate heat measurements. The flow measurement 
involved can be affected by different installation effects. Both temperature and flow profile disturbances might 
influence the flow measurement. In order to investigate the magnitude of this influence on the flow meter 
performance experimental work concerning temperature and flow profile disturbances has been performed on a 
selection of seven ultrasonic flow meters for water. The flow range of these meters stretches from 0.015 m 3/h 
to 1.5 m 3/h. This meter type is commonly used in heat metering in small district heating subscriber stations. 
The flow meters are presented without identification. 

All tests were performed in a flow meter calibration facility and in a flow range including the minimum 
and maximum flow of each flow meter. In the tests three different water temperatures and three different 
installations representative for district heating applications were investigated. 

There is a large amount of literature about ultrasonic flow meters. However, most of the literature 
deals with other aspects than the performance of commercial flow meters under realistic conditions. In 
1986 Højholt [1] and in 1989 Heritage [2 ] reported work on larger single- and double-beam flow meters with 
internal diameters of 159 mm and 100 mm. Large errors up to more than 10 % were reported due to different 
installation effects. The meters tested here are more up to date and much smaller than the meters tested by 
Højholt and Heritage. 



2 FLOW METERS 

The seven tested flow meters are all small ultrasonic flow meters designed for district heating applications. 
The tests were performed in a test facility at Luleå University of Technology. Prior to these tests five of the 
flow meters were tested in another test facility at an accredited laboratory. This makes it possible to make 
conclusions about the absolute performance of the flow meters and the test facility in Luleå. 

2.1 Flow meter specifications 

Seven ultrasonic flow meters of three different brands have been tested. They are denoted meter 1 to 7 
without any further identification. 

Meter 1, 2 and 3 are of the same model and brand. Meter 1 and 2 have 3/4 inch connections while 
meter 3 have 1 inch connections. Except for the inlets the three meters are the same. In the European Heat 
meter standard EN 1434 [3] flow meters are divided into three different accuracy classes, class 1, class 2 and 
class 3, where class 1 meters have the highest accuracy. Meter 1, 2 and 3 are class 2 flow meters. 

Meter 4, 5 and 6 are of the same model and brand. All three meters are identical and belongs in class 2. 
Meter 7 is the only class 3 meter in the test. 

The maximum permissible error (MPE) of a class 2 flow meter is according to the European Heat meter 
standard EN 1434 [3] expressed as in equation 1. 

E2 is the class 2 MPE as a function of the flow rate q. The permanent flow rate of the flow meter is termed 
qp. For a class 3 meter the MPE , E3 in equation 2, is extended to: 

All meters deliver pulsed outputs where each pulse represents a specified fixed volume passing through the 
meter. This volume differs between the three brands. 

The specified fluid temperature range of the flow meters varies with brand but the temperatures tested 
are all covered by these different temperature ranges. 

All flow meters have the same specified limits of the flow rate. The different limits are specified in 
EN 1434 [3]. The upper limit qs is the highest flow rate at which the flow meter shall function for short 
periods without the maximum permissible error being exceeded. The permanent flow rate range qp is the 
highest flow rate at which the meter shall function continuously without the MPE being exceeded. The lower 
limit qi is the lowest flow rate above which the meter shall function without the MPE being exceeded. These 
limits are the same for all tested flow meters. 

• qs, 3 m 3/h or 0.83 l/s 

• qp, 1.5 m 3/h or 0.42 l/s 

• qi, 0.015 m 3/h or 0.0042 l/s 

The different manufacturers have chosen different geometric designs and placement of the transducers. All 
geometric designs are rather complex and restrict the fluid flow through the meters. Meter 4, 5, 6, and 7 
are also equipped with simple flow conditioners at the inlet and outlet, probably to reduce the influence of 
swirling flows and perhaps also to generate turbulence. 

No straight piping up- or down-stream were required in the mounting specifications of any of the flow 
meters. 

2.2 Previous calibrations 

Meter 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6, were together with a meter identical to meter 1 and 2, simultaneously tested at an 
accredited laboratory three months before the tests presented here were performed. The temperature during 
those tests varied between 45 °C and 49 °C. These tests were performed at seven different flow rates between 
qi and qp. The measurements were repeated three times. The total pressure drop over the six meters was 
also measured. 

The test facility at this laboratory has an uncertainty specified to ± 0.4 %. 

, but not more than ± 5% (1) 

, but not. more than ± 5% (2) 



3 EXPERIMENTS 

The tests performed in the flow meter test facility at Luleå University of Technology included different fluid 
temperatures and installation effects. A study of the pressure drop over the meters was also performed. 

3.1 Flow meter test facility 

All tests were performed in a flow meter test/calibration facility at Luleå University of Technology. The test 
facility is based on continuous weighing. This facility is outlined in [4] and [5]. 

In this facility the flow is generated by a head tank and controlled by control valves. In one of three test 
runs the tested flow meter is set up. Finally the water is collected in one of three scales and weighed. The 
use of three scales with different capacities increases the flow range of the test facility. This range is from 
0.0007 m 3/h or 0.0002 l/s to 40 m 3/h or 11 l/s. 

The estimated total uncertainty of the test facility with a 95 % confidence is ± 0.1 % between qf and 
qs [4]. The facility is not accredited but the agreement with the measurements performed at an accredited 
lab, described in section 2.2, indicate that the estimated uncertainty is of a proper order. More of this in 
section 4.1. 

3.2 Experimental set-up 

All meters were exposed to seven different tests. 

• 20 °C, 100 pipe diameters straight piping, 6 repetitions + 2 finishing off repetitions 

• 20 °C, single elbow 10 pipe diameters up-stream the flow meter, 6 repetitions 

• 20 °C, single elbow closely mounted to flow meter, 6 repetitions 

• 20 "C, double elbow 10 pipe diameters up-stream the flow meter, 6 repetitions 

• 20 °C, double elbow closely mounted to flow meter, 6 repetitions 

• 50 "C, 100 pipe diameters straight piping, 6 repetitions + 2 finishing off repetitions 

• 70 °C, 100 pipe diameters straight piping, 2 repetitions 

In addition to the tests above meter 1, 4 and 7 were also to exposed one more tests. 

• 50 °C, double elbow closely mounted to flow meter, 2 repetitions 

All tests were performed at 20 different flow rates from </; to qs. Most of the tests were repeated six times 
but some only two times. The tests were repeated in the manner that all 20 flow rates were measured starting 
with the lowest. After measuring the highest flow rate the test was repeated again starting with the lowest 
flow. Each test consists of 120 or 40 measurements. 

Each measurement was performed during about 120 s. During this measurement time the pulses from 
the flow meters were counted. The start and stop of a measurement was triggered by the pulses sent by the 
flow meter. This way the correct number of pulses was counted. The measurement time was measured by a 
1 MHz counter. During the measurement time the test facility also measured the flow rate. Due to meter 7 
delivering fewer pulses per litre than the other meters the measurement time had to be longer for this meter 
during the three smallest flow rates. 

The temperature was continuously measured both up- and down-stream the flow meter. At the tests at 
20 °C and 50 °C the pressure drop over the flow meters was also measured. 

The internal diameter of the piping in front and after the meters was 25.6 mm. Down-stream the meters 
50 pipe diameters straight piping was mounted in all tests. The pipe bends used all had a bending radius and 
pipe diameter ratio r/D = 1. The bends of the double elbow were mounted out of plane. The two elbows 
were spaced 1 pipe diameter. Up-stream both the single elbow and the double elbow 100 pipe diameters of 
straight piping was mounted to insure a fully developed flow profile before the elbows. 

All of the experimental set-ups were in accordance with the flow meter specifications. 



4 RESULTS 
The results for meter 1, 4 and 7 are presented below. Meter 1 well represents also meter 2 and 3. Meter 4 
represents also meter 5 and 6. 

Outliers in the readings from the flow meters are removed in the results below. About 0.5 % of the 
measurements are obvious outliers. These outliers might be caused by the flow meters reading the wrong flow 
rate or by errors in the pulse detecting system. By using a high speed counter to examine the appearance of 
the pulse train from the flow meters the reason for the outliers could probably be determined. This has not 
yet been done but will be the scope for future research. 

The results are described as the mean percentage error or the mean relative error. The mean percentage 
error, err, is calculated as shown in equation 3. 

e r r = 122 ( y v ' " c a " ~ V « ^ A e r r i t l % O) 
N
 v*™^ / 

The number of repetitions, A7, is 6 or 2. The flow rate measured by the flow meter is denoted V m e a s and 
the same flow rate measured by the test facility V t r u e . The calculation of the mean relative error is described 
in equation 4. 

relative err = 122 [ ^ m e a s - < — j j relative err in % (4) 

The relative err is the mean percentage difference between a present test, V m e a s , and a test performed 
earlier chosen to be the reference test, V r e j . Here this reference test is either the test at 20 °C or at 50 °C 
with straight piping. 

The x-axis of the following plots is the flow rate determined by the test facility. The curved solid lines 
in the following figures indicate the class 2 MPE or class 3 MPE as stated in equation 1 and 2. The three 
vertical lines marks the flow limits f/,-, qp and qs. 

4.1 Comparison with previous tests 

Meter 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 were previous to the tests in Luleå also tested at an accredited laboratory. Figure 1 
display the mean percentage error with 95 % confidence error bars for the test at 50 °C with straight 
piping and the previous test results at the accredited laboratory for meter 1. The mean percentage error, 
err, is calculated as in equation 3 with the six repetitions performed in Luleå and the three repetitions at 
the accredited laboratory. The error bars include both the repeatability of the meter in each test and the 
uncertainty of both facilities respectively. 

meter 1, temp50 (o), previous (*) 

2'r 

flow [l/s] 

Figure 1: The mean percentage error with 95 % confidence error bars for the 50 " C test and previous 
test results for meter 1 

There is no larger disagreement between the results from the two facilities than what could be expected 
considering the uncertainties given by the error bars. The results for the other four meters that were tested 



in both facilities are similar to that in figure 1. Meter 4 however show a difference between the two facilities 
at low flow rates. During the tests meter 4 generated reproduceable results. The performance of the meter 
might have changed slightly after the tests at the accredited laboratory. 

The 95 % confidence error bars for meter 1 are are representative for all meters and describes the repeata
bility of the flow meters. 

The results from the comparison on the two test facilities show that the absolute errors presented at 
least can not be proven all wrong. The focus of this paper is however more on the relative change in meter 
performance due to temperature and installation effects than on the absolute error. 

About two months after the start of the first test the second experiment with straight piping at 20 °C and 
50 °C finished off the test series for all meters. These results were compared with the same but initializing 
results to check that the performance of the meters were not changed during the test. The agreement between 
initializing and finishing off results turned out to be good for all meters. 

4.2 Temperature experiments 

All meters were tested at 20 °C, 50 °C and 70 °C with straight piping up- and down-stream the meters. In 
the figures 2, 3 and 4 the mean percentage error is displayed for all temperatures for the tests with meter 1, 
4 and 7 with straight piping. 
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Figure 2: The mean percentage error in the 20 °C, 50 °C and 70 °C tests with the straight piping for 
meter 1 

The errors for meter 1 are organized with negative errors for the 20 °C test, positive errors for the 70 °C 
test and the errors at 50 °C in between. The magnitude of the difference in the mean error due to the change 
in temperature corresponds to the MPE of the meter. But since the mean error is plotted many errors of 
single measurements would be larger than the MPE even if the mean error curves were lifted 1 % to better 
fit the MPE. The performance of meter 2 and 3 are close to identical with meter 1. 

Also the mean errors for meter 4 are organized but in the opposite order compared to meter 1. The 
difference in the mean error for the three temperatures is now larger than for meter 1 and in the lower flow 
range the the mean errors do not fit the MPE. At qi the difference between 20 °C and 70 °C is about 20 %. 
Meter 5 and 6 performs a little better than meter 4 and the differences of the mean errors are just outside 
the MPE limits at low flow rates. 

The errors for meter 7 are more random. The mean errors are not lined up for the different temperatures 
as in the case with meter 1 and 4. All mean errors are well inside the class 3 MAP limits. 

4.3 Installation effect experiments 

All meters were also tested with straight piping, the single elbow and the double elbow at 20 °C. In the 
figures 5, 6 and 7 the mean relative percentage error, relative err, is displayed for all installations for the 
tests with meter 1, 4 and 7 at 20 °C. The mean relative error is calculated as in equation 4 with the test at 
20 °C with straight piping for each meter as the reference. The relative error for the straight piping test in 
the following figures will equal zero as a result of those tests being compared with themselves. 
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Figure 3: The mean percentage error in the 20 °C, 50 °C and 70 °C tests with the straight piping for 
meter 4 
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Figure 4: The mean percentage error in the 20 °C, 50 °C and 70 °C tests with the straight piping for 
meter 7 

Since no straight piping up- or down-stream the meters were required in the mounting specifications of 
the meters the effects presented below originates from the experiment where the elbows were closely mounted 
to the meters. 

The errors due to the single elbow mounted up-stream meter 1 are all positive with a magnitude up to 
more than 1 %. The double elbow causes both positive and negative errors with a magnitude of more than 
2 %. 

The installation of the elbows in front of meter 4 generated mostly positive errors but also negative errors 
at low flow rates. The magnitude of these errors were as most 2 %. 

In the tests with meter 7 the elbow caused only negative errors with a maximum magnitude of 2 %. 
When the elbows are mounted 10 pipe diameters up-stream instead of close to the flow meter the effect 

decrease slightly as could be expected. 

4.4 Combined experiments 

In order to investigate the result of a combination of both temperature and installation effects the double 
elbow test was performed at both 20 °C and 50 °C. 

If studying the relative error between the test with the straight piping and the test with the double elbow 
at both 20 °C and 50 °C the effect of the double elbow can be isolated for both temperatures. In figure 8 
these two relative errors are displayed for meter 1. The '+':s in figure 8 are identical with the 'x':s in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: The relative mean percentage error in the tests with the straight piping, the single elbow and 
the double elbow at 20 °C for meter 1. The errors are relative to the errors in the test with straight 
piping at 20 °C. 
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Figure 6: The relative mean percentage error in the tests with the straight piping, the single elbow and 
the double elbow at 20 "C for meter 4. The errors are relative to the errors in the test with straight 
piping at 20 °C. 

If the error due to the temperature change and the error resulting from the double elbow were not correlated 
one would expect the '+':s and the 'o':s in figure 8 to agree. However, they do not. 

The temperature of the fluid influence both the viscosity and the density as well as the speed of sound. 
This might be the reason for the disagreement in figure 8. 

In figure 9 the relative errors are plotted with Reynolds number. The influence of temperature on both 
the viscosity and the density have been compensated for when calculating Reynolds number. 

The agreement is now better. The differences are small compared to the repeatabilty of meter 1. The 
effects of the installation appear to be additive to the effects of the change in temperature.The results for 
the other meters are similar to the results for meter 1. The results for meter 7 presented in figure 10 are thus 
not similar to the results for meter 1 and 4. The double elbow at 20 °C generates negative errors compared 
to the straight piping while the double elbow at 50 °C causes mainly positive errors. For Reynolds numbers 
higher than 20 000 the agreement is however comparable to the results for meter 1 and 4. 

The internal diameter of the flow meters could not be measured due to the complex geometric design. 
For all meters the diameter is estimated to 10 mm. Reynolds number might, because of the uncertainty in 
the diameters, be affected with large errors. For each meter this error is however always the same. 



meter 7, temp20,straight (+), temp20,se (o), temp20,de (x) 
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Figure 7: The relative mean percentage error in the tests with the straight piping, the single elbow and 
the double elbow at 20 °C for meter 7. The errors are relative to the errors in the. test with straight 
piping at 20 °C. 
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Figure 8: The mean percentage error in the tests with the double elbow at 20 °C, relative to the test 
with straight piping at 20 °C, and the mean percentage error in the tests with the double elbow at 50 °C, 
relative to the test with straight piping at 50 "C for meter 1. 

4.5 Pressure drop 

The maximum allowed pressure drop is specified in EN 1434 [3]. At qp the pressure drop shall not exceed 
0.25 bar. 

The pressure drop was measured for all meters at 20 "C and 50 °C. In figure 11 the pressure drop at 20 °C 
for meter 1, 4 and 7 is shown. 

The solid vertical lines indicate qi: qp and qs. The solid horizontal line marks the maximum allowed 
pressure drop at 0.25 bar. 

At qp the pressure drop is just under the 0.25 bar limit. For meter 4 the pressure drop might be just over 
that limit. The pressure drop at 50 °C is slightly smaller that at 20 °C and agrees well with the measurements 
at the accredited laboratory. 

5 DISCUSSION 

The agreement between the two test facilities described in section 2.2 show that the absolute errors presented 
are relevant. Nevertheless the relative error as a result of changes in temperature and installation effects is 
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Figure 9: The mean percentage error in the tests with the double elbow at 20 °C, relative to the test 
with straight piping at 20 °C, and the mean percentage error in the tests with the double elbow at 50 °C, 
relative to the test with straight piping at 50 °C for meter 1. 
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Figure 10: The mean percentage error in the tests with the double elbow at 20 °C, relative to the test 
with straight piping at 20 °C, and the mean percentage error in the tests with the double elbow at 50 °C, 
relative to the test with straight piping at 50 °C for meter 7. 

the main focus. 
The change in meter performance caused by switching the water temperature from 20 "C to 50 °C and 

70 °C was for all meters, except meter 7, larger than the maximum permissible error. Meter 7 is the only 
class 3 meter in the test. It appears as the temperature is the main difficulty for the meters in the test. The 
way the meters compensates for different temperature effects is not known. 

Also the installation effects affect the accuracy of the meters. Compared to the tests with straight piping 
up-stream the meters the single and double elbow generates both positive and negative errors with a magnitude 
up to more than 2 %. The errors decreased some when 10 pipe diameters of straight piping was mounted 
between the elbows and the meters. The errors due to installation effects are smaller in the tests presented in 
this paper than for example in Højholt's [1] and Heritage's [2] results. The main explanation for the smaller 
errors is probably the larger sound beam to pipe diameter of the small flow meters tested here compared to 
the large meters tested by Højholt and Heritage. Also the more complex geometric design of the smaller 
meters described in this paper together with the flow conditioners could have helped to reduce the errors. 

If correcting for the change in viscosity and density as in section 4.4 when the water temperature is 
changed the errors resulting from temperature changes and installation effects seem to add when combined. 
This could lead to even larger errors. 

As can be seen in section 4.5 the pressure drops measured over the flow meters are all rather high. At qp 
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Figure 11: The mean pressure drop at the 20 0 C test for meter 1, 4 and 7 

all meters are close to or just over the 0.25 bar limit. 
Meter 7 was the only class 3 meter in the test. It was also the only meter which performance matched 

the specifications. The performance of the six class 2 meters is more in the order of class 3 meters. Perhaps 
some restrictions would be appropriate in the meter specifications about up-stream disturbances. 
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Abstract 

I t has been previously shown that static and dynamic installation effects caused mea
surement errors when introduced to a small ultrasonic flow meter for water. I t was 
also demonstrated that these installation effects generated an increased noise level in 
the signal f rom the flow meter compared to ideal conditions. The measurement errors 
are detectable by the increased noise level. The noise level was represented by the 
standard deviation of the signal. 

In this paper, improvements of the previously suggested diagnostic method are pre
sented. I f the previous diagnostic method would be exposed to more realistic conditions 
there would be a risk of false alarms. For example, in a district heating application 
a more robust method is required since the standard deviation could be disturbed by 
non-steady flow, outliers or pulsating flow. 

A data conditioning method makes the diagnose of static installation effects more 
robust. The number of samples used for the diagnostics can also be substantially 
reduced. I t is clear that none of the tested disturbance causing measurement errors 
wil l pass undetected. Neither wi l l normal operating conditions, w i th a non-steady flow 
or w i th single outliers, cause false alarms. 

In case of a pulsating flow there is however a risk of false alarms. By studying the 
signal in the frequency domain i t is possible to identify the presence and the frequency 
of the pulsating flow. Further, problems wi th aliasing can be identified by studying 
the spectrum obtained at different sampling frequencies. 

Keywords: ultrasonic flow meter; installation effects; pulsating flow; self diagnostics; 

district heating; 
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1 Introduction 

Accurate and repeatable flow measurements are essential to many segments of 
industry. When flow measurements are involved in cost assessment, accurate 
flow measurement is an economic necessity. One example is the trading of flu
ids, where large quantities of valuable fluids, for example oil and natural gas, 
are transferred. Another example is the district heating industry, where flow 
meters are part of heat meters which main purpose is for billing. Therefore a 
project concerning measurement quality assurance in district heating systems 
is in progress at Luleå University of Technology. Flow measurement can be af
fected by different installation effects. One aspect of the project is to examine 
the possibility of self diagnostic techniques for flow meters. 

All commonly used flow meter types are to different degrees affected by 
installation effects [1 ,2 ,3] . Ultrasonic flow meters are also affected by installation 
effects. It has been shown with both experimental work and simulations that pipe 
elbows in front of ultrasonic flow meters can cause errors [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. 
It has further been demonstrated that pulsating flow might give rise to errors in 
ultrasonic flow measurement [10, 13, 14, 15]. 

In district heating applications ultrasonic flow meters are becoming more and 
more frequent. Small sized flow meters of the ultrasonic type are commonly used 
in district heating sub stations. 

If the flow meter could recognize the presence of disturbances generating er
rors, the reliability of the measurements could be improved. Such self diagnostic 
capacities have been the topic of a few articles [16, 17, 18, 19]. However they did 
not study installation effects or ultrasonic flow meters. 

In a previous work [10], a self diagnostic method for an ultrasonic flow meter 
was suggested. Experiments showed that measurement errors of 1 % or more 
due to different installation effects could be detected. The installations examined 
were a single elbow, a double elbow out of plane and a reduction in pipe diameter 
all mounted upstream the flow meter. A pulsating flow was also examined. The 
basic assumption is that the noise level in the signal from the flow meter is well 
correlated to the turbulence intensity in the meter. Compared to a reference 
case the installations increased the noise level. The measurement errors could 
be detected from this increase. The noise level in the signal from the flow meter 
was simply represented by its standard deviation. 

In this paper improvements of the previously suggested diagnostic method is 
presented. In the previous work presented in [10], the flow rate was kept constant 
and the number of analysed data samples was large. If this diagnostic method 
would be exposed to more realistic conditions the risk of false alarms would be 
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high. For example, in a district heating application non-steady flow, outliers or 
pulsating flow could disturb the noise level. Therefore a more robust method is 
required. 

2 Experiments 

The experiments presented in this paper are the same as in [9, 10]. A short 
description of the flow meter, the calibration facility and the experimental set
ups follows below. 

2.1 The flow meter 

The flow meter used in the experiments is a small prototype meter for water of 
the ultrasonic sing-around type. The flow range of the meter is 0.001 to 1 l/s. 
Flow meters with the minimum and maximum flow limits within this flow range 
are commonly used in small district heating sub stations. 

The geometrical design of the meter is of the diagonal type. The sound path 
is tilted with an angle of 20° with respect to the pipe centre line. The distance 
between the two transducers is 59.5 mm. The diameters of the sound path and 
the pipe are both 10 mm. In order to increase the flow velocity through the meter 
an initial 19 mm bore is reduced to 10 mm by a 10° cone shaped section.The 
meter is connected to the 25.6 mm piping of the test facility by thread fittings. 
A more detailed description of the flow meter is found in [9]. 

The sing-around meter transmitted 150 sound pulses in both the up and 
downstream directions. Each pulse detection at the receiving transducer trigged 
a new pulse from the sending transducer. After the 150 pulses being sent in 
one direction the mean travel time between the transducers were used together 
with the previous travel time measured in the opposite direction to calculate 
the flow velocity. In order to maximize the sampling frequency the flow velocity 
calculation was performed off-line. The sampling frequency achieved was 112 Hz. 
A complete presentation of the principle of operation and the algorithms used 
to calculate the flow velocity is presented in [20]. 

2.2 The calibration facility 

All tests were performed in a flow meter calibration facility at Luleå Univer
sity of Technology. The performance and the principle of operation is carefully 
described in [8, 9]. But included here for completeness. 
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A steady flow is generated by a head tank and controlled by control valves. A 
pulsating flow can be generated by a rotating butterfly valve. The experimental 
set-ups together with the flow meter under investigation were mounted in one of 
three 11m long test runs. Finally the water is collected in one of three differently 
sized tanks and weighed. The flow determination of the calibration facility is 
based on continuous weighing. 

The calibration facility extend over a flow range from 0.7 1/h to more than 
40 000 1/h. The total estimated uncertainty of the facility is, at fluid temper
atures near 20 0 C with a 95 % confidence, ± 0.1 % for flow rates over 20 1/h. 
In the following experiments 20 1/h corresponds to Reynolds number 700. At 
lower flow rates the total uncertainty increases as the precision error becomes 
more dominant. The total uncertainty of the calibration facility is not larger 
than ± 0.5 % in the flow range including the minimum and maximum flow of 
the flow meter [8]. 

2.3 The experimental set-ups 

The experimental set-ups are intended to imitate flow meter installations that 
can be found in district heating and freshwater distribution systems. In these 
systems, pipe bends and fast control valves can be found close to the meter. 
Pulsating flow sources can also be present. In these distribution systems pumps 
are normally installed far away from the flow meter but flow induced pulsations 
might be generated close to the flow meter. The ultrasonic flow meter was 
exposed to five different experimental set-ups: 

• 110 pipe diameters (D) of straight piping was mounted upstream the flow 
meter. This is the reference experiment representing ideal conditions. 

• A single elbow was mounted 11 D upstream the flow meter. 

• A double elbow out of plane was mounted 11 D upstream the flow meter. 
The two elbows were spaced 4 D. 

• A pipe diameter reduction from 51.2 mm to 25.6 mm was mounted 13 D 
upstream the flow meter. 

• A 4.4 Hz pulsating flow was introduced to the flow meter. 

• The final set-up was a repetition of the reference experiment. 
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All experiments were performed in a 1:4400 flow range from 0.7 1/h to 
3100 1/h. In the 10 mm diameter of the flow meter this corresponds approxi
mately to flow velocities from 2.5 mm/s to 11 m/s or stated as Reynolds number 
from 25 to 110 000. In this paper only the results for Reynolds number over 100 
are presented. During the pulsating flow measurement a by-pass valve had to 
be opened at Reynolds number larger than 60 000 in order to avoid vibrations. 

In the 1:4400 flow range, 74 measurements were performed, each lasting 120 
seconds. With the 112 Hz sampling frequency of the flow meter more than 
13 000 averaged measurements were obtained at each flow. All measurements 
sequences were repeated three times starting with the smallest flow rate. In the 
second reference experiment the order of the measurements was the opposite. 
The sequence then started with the largest flow. The reference experiment was 
in total repeated six times. 

During the experiments the water temperature varied within 19 ± 1.5 °C. 
This change in temperature was compensated for both in the flow meter mea
surement and in the reference mass flow measurement of the calibration facility. 
The Reynolds number is also compensated for changes in temperature. 

In this paper, only the result of the reference experiment, the double elbow 
experiment and the experiment with the pulsating flow are presented. The result 
of the single elbow experiment is similar to the double elbow experiment. The 
reason is probably the spacing of the elbows in the double elbow experiment. 
This spacing might have reduced the swirl of the two elbows not leaving much 
more than the flow profile disturbance of the downstream elbow. The pipe 
diameter reduction did only influence the flow meter to a small extend, resulting 
in small errors. The measurements with pulsating flow with Reynolds number 
over 60 000 are not either presented in this paper since the open by-pass valve 
strongly reduced the pulsation. The complete results are however presented in 
[9, 10]. 

3 Previously suggested method 

The self diagnostic method concerning ultrasonic flow meter installation effects 
presented in [10] was tested on the experiments outlined in section 2. 

The experiments with the four installation effects were compared with the 
reference experiments. The error and the change in standard deviation compared 
to the reference experiment were calculated. The standard deviation served as 
a measure of the noise level of the signal from the flow meter. 

The results showed that all the disturbances generated errors in the flow 
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measurement. The maximum errors were mainly in the range of 2 to 4 % of flow 
rate, but at very low flow rates the pulsating flow caused larger errors. In most 
of the flow range there were no or smaller errors. 

All installation effects also generated an increase in the noise level. The 
different pipe configurations increased the standard deviation up to more than 
100 %. The pulsating flow induced even higher enlargements in the noise level. 
The errors and the increase in the standard deviation are present in about the 
same flow ranges. 

The results demonstrates not only that the installation effects tested intro
duced errors in the flow measurements but also that these effects can be detected 
from the noise level in the data. The noise level was determined from the stan
dard deviation. This can be interpreted as that the disturbances amplify the 
turbulence intensity. Thus the standard deviation can be used as a measure of 
the turbulence. The presence of a disturbance could be recognized by comparing 
the magnitude of the noise level in the data with a reference level valid for the 
measured flow rate. A procedure like this could possibly be performed by the 
meter itself under run. 

4 Data conditioning, Non-steady flow 

The previously suggested diagnostic method produced promising results detect
ing static installation effects during laboratory conditions. In a realistic envi
ronment the method might however give rise to false alarms. 

The calculation of the noise level in the flow signal was based on a large 
number of samples acquired during 120 seconds of steady state flow conditions. 
A varying flow rate during that time due to for example a control valve such 
as in a district heating sub station would disturb the noise level and cause false 
alarms. 

If reducing the sample size and thereby the time of acquisition the risk of 
varying conditions would be decreased. Not only the risk of a change in flow rate 
but also in fluid temperature and ambient conditions would be decreased. When 
reducing the sample size, the method suggested would not only still be sensitive 
to trends in the signal due to varying conditions but also to single outliers. 

Since trends and outliers might destroy the noise level measure two meth
ods of conditioning the signal in combination with rejection of outliers were 
investigated. The ideal data conditioning method would prevent normal oper
ating conditions to interfere with the noise level measure. At the same time 
the method should not reject any information about conceivable disturbances 
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causing measurement errors. An alternative would be for the method to give a 
warning when conditions are not suitable for diagnostics. 

In the first suggested method the discrete sampled signal was low-pass filtered 
and the residual of the original and the filtered signal was formed. The simple 
digital filter initially used is presented in equation 1. 

v f i l t e r , n = (1 — A) V n + X v f u t e r , n - 1 

Vresid,n — V n ilter.n (1) 

In equation 1, vn is the n:th sample of the original sequence and V f u t e r , n is 
the n:th sample of the low pass filtered sequence. Here A is chosen to 0.95. The 
residual of the original and the filtered sequence is denoted v r e s i d -

The second method suggests the signal to be differentiated. This even more 
simple approach is described in equation 2. 

V d i f f . n = V n - U n _ ! (2) 

The differentiated signal, is formed by subtracting the previous sample, 
vn-i, of the original sequence from the latest, vn. 

In both methods outliers were removed. The rejection of outliers was per
formed in the manner that a sample deviating more than 3 standard deviations 
from the mean was considered an outlier. If the distribution is Gaussian, about 
99.7 % of the samples would be confined within the ± 3 standard deviations. 
Normal flow meter performance would then generate no or few outliers. An 
outlier was replaced with the previous sample. 

The sample size is reduced to 1000 compared to the more than 13 000 samples 
used before. This corresponds to an acquisition time of 9 and 120 seconds re
spectively. During the reference experiments, in average, 2.2 of the 1000 samples 
was rejected as outliers. 

To illustrate what the conditioned signal, v r e s i d , might look like in compar
ison with the original signal, v, in case of a non-steady flow, an example is 
displayed in figure 1. 

For some unknown reason the flow with Reynolds number 240 was not steady 
during the measurement, and so was chosen as an illustrative example. The 
standard deviation of the signal in the plot to the left in figure 1 is 0.74 mm/s. 
This plot displays the original 13 345 sample signal v. The plot in the middle in 
figure 1 is simply a 1000 sample subsequence of the signal in the left plot. The 
difference between this subsequence and a low-pass filtered sequence, vresid, is 
plotted to the right. Outliers are also removed by the method. The mean of the 
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Figure 1: The signal at Reynolds number 240. To the left the original 13 345 
sample signal is plotted, in the middle a 1000 sample section of the original 
signal and to the right the residual of the original and the filtered signal without 
outliers. 

signal to the right is close to zero after the filtering procedure (0.015 mm/s). 
The standard deviation is reduced to 0.24 mm/s. The filter approach reduced 
the variation in flow velocity and restored the standard deviation to what would 
be associated with the noise level at constant flow. The method differentiating 
the signal would do the same. 

In the middle plot of figure 1 it can be seen that the flow change was about 
1 mm/s during 1 second at the most. I f a more rapid change would occur the 
filtering approach would not be able to fully eliminate the trend. 

For example, in the case of an opening control valve, the flow rate would 
increase more rapid than in the example in figure 1. To simulate such a rapid 
increase, a deterministic ramp was added to the measured signal at Reynolds 
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number 30. This ramp corresponds to the characteristics of the control valves 
used in the calibration facility. The result is presented in figure 2 

120| ! ! 1 5| ! ! 1 5| ! ! 1 

time [s] time [s] time [s] 

Figure 2: A linear trend added to the signal at Reynolds number 30 is plotted to 
the left. The middle plot consists of the residual of the original and the filtered 
signal from the left plot. To the right the differentiated signal is plotted. 

The left plot of figure 2 displays the original signal with the linear trend 
added, v. The simulated flow velocity increases from about 3 mm/s to 103 mm/s 
with 20 mm/s 2 . The residual of the low-pass filtered signal, v r e S i d shown in 
the middle plot, now deviates from zero. This indicates that the change in 
flow velocity was too rapid for the filtering approach to cancel its effect. I f 
decreasing A in equation 1 the deviation from zero of vTesa would decrease. This 
can however not fully cancel the effect. To the right the differentiated signal, 
V d i f f , is plotted. The differential approach reduces the trend of the original 
signal more effectively. The mean of V d i f f now deviates from zero only with 
-0.1 mm/s. The standard deviation of V d i f f is furthermore reduced to a level 
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that would be expected for a steady flow condition. If the trend would have 
been even more rapid also V d i f f would differ more from zero. 

If the data conditioning method, using v r e s i d or V d i f f , can eliminate trends in 
the original signal the mean will be close to zero. The deviation from zero mean 
of Vresid or V d i f f could be used to detect conditions unsuitable for diagnostics. 
Instead of performing the diagnostic method during unsteady flow conditions 
and risk a false alarm it is possible to wait for more steady conditions. 

The example presented in figure 2 display the situation at laminar flow rates 
where the noise level is more or less constant. At higher turbulent flow rates 
also the noise level in the signal would increase as the flow velocity increased. 

Figure 3 displays the mean standard deviation of the first 3 repeated reference 
experiments. 
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Figure 3: The mean standard deviation of the first 3 reference experiments. 

The standard deviation calculated from the original data is marked with (o). 
This standard deviation corresponds to that in [10] and was calculated from more 
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than 13 000 samples. The standard deviation of the filtered data, corresponding 
to Vresid in equation 1, is marked with (+). The standard deviation of the 
differentiated data, corresponding to v d i f f in equation 2, is marked with (o). 
These last two data sets are both calculated from sequences with 1000 samples. 
Outliers are removed in the manner described above. 

As a result of the low-pass filtering and the removal of outliers the standard 
deviation is reduced (+). In spite of the standard deviation now being calculated 
from only 1000 samples the level is lower than that in [10] (marked with (o)) 
calculated from about 13 000 samples. This is especially clear in the lower flow-
region with Reynolds number smaller than 2000. 

Also the standard deviation of the differentiated signal (o) is reduced com
pared with the original (o). The reduction is most distinct at Reynolds number 
higher than 3000. 

The example shown in figure 1 corresponds to the mean standard deviations 
at Reynolds number 220 marked in figure 3. The mean of the standard deviation 
of the sequence presented in figure 1 and two repetitions make up the mean 
standard deviation of figure 3. Both the filtering and the differentiating of the 
signal reduce the standard deviation to a level in line with whose for stable flow 
conditions. In this example the reduction of the standard deviation is an obvious 
result of removing the low frequent variation in the flow velocity. 

Figure 4 and 5 show respectively the error in velocity and the change in 
standard deviation due to the double elbow respectively. 

The error in velocity and the change in standard deviation due to the double 
elbow were both calculated relative to the reference experiment. Both in figure 4 
and 5 the solid lines represent the limits for what could be expected during 
a reference experiment. The limits are stated with a 95 % confidence level. 
The solid vertical lines indicate the minimum and maximum flow rate of the 
meter. An error or a change in standard deviation small enough to be within the 
solid lines is not significantly different than those obtained during the reference 
experiment. 

The average flow rate was measured by the calibration facility during 120 sec
onds. Therefore the error in velocity in figure 4, marked with (o), was calculated 
from the original data sequence also obtained during 120 seconds. Compared to 
[10] the solid line curves confining the data from the six reference experiments 
have been changed. A lower and upper flow limit was introduced between which 
the performance of the flow meter is relevant for district heating applications. 
The standard concerning district heating applications is fulfilled within a range-
ability of 1:1000 [21]. 

In figure 5 the change in standard deviation was calculated for both the 
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Reynolds number [-] 

Figure 4: The percentage error due to the double elbow. The solid lines represent 
the limits confining the six reference measurements with a 95 % confidence level. 

filtered data, v r e s i d marked with (+), and the differentiated data, Vdiff marked 
with (o). The sample size is 1000 and outliers are removed. Compared to [10] the 
solid lines have been changed. They still represent a 95 % confidence. Because 
of the data conditioning, the limits confining the reference standard deviation 
could be lowered, above all at Reynolds number lower than 2000. 

The significant errors due to the double elbow mainly showed up at Reynolds 
number 4000 and 100 000. At Reynolds number 4000 there was a negative error 
of about 4 %. At Reynolds number 100 000 there was a smaller positive error 
of about 2 %. The errors due to the double elbow could be explained by flow 
profile distortion and triggering of turbulence at lower Reynolds number [10]. 

In the same flow ranges there was also a significant increase in the standard 
deviation, both with the filtered and the differentiated data. When the data was 
differentiated the increase was smaller. At Reynolds number 4000 to 5000 the 
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Figure 5: The change of the standard deviation in per cent due to the double 
elbow. The solid lines represent the limits confining the six reference measure
ments with a 95 % confidence level. 

increase is about 100 % and 50 % respectively. At Reynolds number 100 000 the 
increase was about 30 % in both cases. 

Though the sample size has been reduced the error detection can be per
formed with the same or better results than in [10]. By reducing the sample 
size the risk for the flow rate or other parameters to change while acquiring 
the signal is reduced. The computational work and the time required for the 
diagnosis are also reduced by the smaller sample size. The sample size of 1000 
could probably be even further reduced if the limits confining standard deviation 
from the reference experiment were adjusted. Preliminary results indicate that 
the sample size could be reduced to about 250, irrespective of which of the two 
outlined conditioning methods chosen. 

If the flow in spite of the shorter acquisition time is not steady during ac-
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quisition, the data conditioning will lower the risk of diagnostic false alarms by 
eliminating trends in the flow. If the change of flow is to rapid to be canceled 
by the data conditioning method, it can give a warning so that the diagnostic 
procedure can be postponed. Also the removal of outliers will result in a more 
robust method of diagnosis. Since the noise level thresholds could be lowered 
the sensibility might also increase. 

5 Pulsating flow 

In the case of the static installations the method give correct warnings. If there 
was a measurement error because of a static installation effect there was also 
an increase in the standard deviation. In the case of pulsating flow there might 
however be false alarms. 

The pulsating flow was generated by a rotating butterfly valve. The main fre
quency of the pulsation was 4.4 Hz. At Reynolds number lower than about 1000 
there was also a 2.2 Hz and a 6.6 Hz component present. The 6.6 Hz component 
was the dominant of the two. The pulsation was basically sinusodial but at lower 
flow rates the deviation from the sinusodial puis shape was clear. The reason 
was probably that the rotational motion of the valve was not perfectly smooth. 
The pulsation amplitude relative to the average flow rate decreased mainly with 
flow rate. At Reynolds number 100 the pulsating amplitude was approximately 
50 % of the average flow. At Reynolds number 1000 the pulsating amplitude 
was about 5 % of the flow rate. At Reynolds number higher than 20 000 the 
pulsation was small compared to the noise in the signal. In the flow range with 
Reynolds number from about 3000 to 5000 the pulsating amplitude increased to 
approximately 10 % of the average flow. The pulsating flow characterization is 
based on the readings of the ultrasonic flow meter. 

Figure 6 and 7 display the error in velocity and the change in standard 
deviation caused by the pulsating flow. Figure 6 and 7 are comparable with 
figure 4 and 5. 

Significant errors due to the pulsating flow were present at Reynolds number 
from 3000 to 5000. The magnitude of the error was about 2 %. At low laminar 
flow with Reynolds number below 400 there are negative errors with a magnitude 
up to - 20 %. 

In the pulsating flow experiment there were no pipe elbows mounted up
stream the flow meter. Therefore the errors in figure 6 were not caused by 
asymmetric flow profiles. Still a pulsating flow will cause other flow profile ef
fects. At laminar and transient flow the mean flow profile is generally flattened 
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Figure 6: The percentage error due to the 4.4 Hz pulsating flow. The solid 
lines represent the limits confining the six reference measurements with a 95 % 
confidence level. 

when a pulsation is present in the flow [13, 22]. Since the pulsating frequency 
of 4.4 Hz is a lot lower than the 112 Hz sampling frequency of the flow meter, 
aliasing did not contribute to the error. 

The change in standard deviation both with the filtered data, marked with 
(+) in figure 7, and with the differentiated data, marked with (o) , showed up the 
largest increase in the flow range with Reynolds number from 2000 to 5000. The 
standard deviation increased about 1300 % and 450 % respectively. This large 
increase could perhaps be explained by the pulsating amplitude being large in 
this flow range. The pulsating flow also introduce additional noise in the laminar 
and transient flow region [13]. This could also help explain why this large increase 
of the standard deviation showed up in the flow range where the noise level in 
figure 3 starts increasing. 
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Figure 7: The change of the standard deviation in per cent due to the 4.4 Hz 
pulsating flow. The solid lines represent the limits confining the six reference 
measurements with a 95 % confidence level. 

In most of the flow range the noise level was larger than in the reference ex
periment. At least at Reynolds number below 20 000 this was clear. At higher 
flow rates the influence of the pulsation was lower as the pulsating amplitude 
was low compared with the noise always present in the flow signal. In the differ
entiated data there was no increase in standard deviation at Reynolds number 
above 20 000. 

Differentiating the data reduced the influence of the pulsating flow. In the 
whole flow range the increase of the standard deviation was lower with the 
differentiated data compared with the filtered. 

In some parts of the flow range there was nevertheless an increase in the noise 
level even if there was no error. If not identifying the presence of a pulsating 
flow, this would clearly generate false alarms. 
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One way to study and identify the pulsation is to analyse the signal in the 
frequency domain. 

The estimated spectrum density of the filtered signal from the reference ex
periment is shown in figure 8. 

Figure 8: The estimated spectrum of the reference experiment 

The three dimensional spectrum density in figure 8 was calculated as the 
Fourier transform of the estimated covariance function. A Hamming window 
with lag size 100 was used to smooth the spectrum. Frequencies up to half 
the sampling frequency are shown. The relation between the spectrum and the 
standard deviation is clear if comparing figure 8 and figure 3. 

In figure 9 a comparable spectrum from the pulsating flow experiment is 
displayed. 

At Reynolds number lower than 1000 not only the 4.4 Hz but also the 6.6 Hz 
frequency can be seen. At higher flow rates only the 4.4 Hz frequency remains. 
The 4.4 Hz peak was distinguished in the whole flow range. 

Figure 10 and 11 show two examples of comparisons between the estimated 
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Figure 9: The estimated spectrum of the pulsating flow experiment 

spectrum density for the reference experiment, the pulsating flow experiment 
and the double elbow experiment. In figure 10 Reynolds number is 370 and in 
figure 11 it is 10 100. The spectrum was generated in the same manner as in 
figure 8 and 9. 

In figure 10 the 4.4 Hz and 6.6 Hz component of the pulsating frequency was 
clearly distinguished compared to the reference and double elbow experiment. 
The first and second harmonics of the pulsating frequency were also detectable. 
The spectrum of the reference experiment and of the double elbow experiment 
were similar. 

The situation in figure 11 is comparable to that in figure 10. Now however 
only the 4.4 Hz frequency was distinguished in the spectrum of the pulsating 
flow experiment. The harmonics were again present. 

As can be seen in figure 5 the influence of the double elbow was small on the 
standard deviation at Reynolds number 370 or 10 100. In figure 10 and 11 the 
spectrum of double elbow signal was therefore similar to the reference spectrum. 
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Figure 10: The estimated spectrum density at Reynolds number 370 

In the case of an increase of the standard deviation due to a static installation 
effect, the spectrum would not increase at a specific frequency as in the case 
with pulsating flow. 

In figure 10 and 11 the filtered signal v r e s i d was used to estimate the spectrum 
density. The original signal would have generated close to identical results. If 
the differentiated signal Vdijf would have been used, the spectrum at frequencies 
lower than about 10 Hz would have decreased. The pulsating frequency would 
still have been clearly detectable. 

By studying the signal in the frequency domain the presence and the fre
quency of a pulsation could be determined. This could perhaps be done by 
applying a threshold. Such a threshold would have to be a function of flow rate. 

In the case of the 4.4 Hz pulsating flow there is no problem with aliasing. 
The frequency recognized from the spectrum is the true pulsating frequency and 
there is no error in the velocity measurement due to aliasing. But if there was a 
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Figure 11: The estimated spectrum density at Reynolds number 10 100 

pulsating flow with a frequency higher than half the sampling frequency of the 
flow meter, the frequency detected by studying the spectrum would be another 
than the true one because of aliasing. Measurement errors might also occur due 
to aliasing [13, 15]. 

In the case of measuring an electrical signal the signal is normally low-pass 
filtered before sampling in order to avoid aliasing. In the case of ultrasonic flow 
measurement this can not be done. The flow itself then would have to be filtered. 
There is however another approach to aliasing problems. 

After detecting a dominant frequency in the spectrum it could be determined 
if it is a true one or if aliasing gave rise to it. This could be done by changing the 
sampling frequency of the meter. If the true pulsating frequency is lower than 
half the sampling frequency, for example 4.4 Hz as in the measurements above, 
the peak in the spectrum would not move if changing the sampling frequency. 
At least not if the new sampling frequency also is twice as high the pulsating 
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frequency. If on the other hand, the pulsating frequency is higher than half the 
sampling frequency the peak in the spectrum would indicate a false frequency. If 
the pulsating frequency for example equals the sampling frequency ± 4.4 Hz the 
peak in the spectrum would still appear at 4.4 Hz as in figure 11. By changing 
the sampling frequency the peak would now move, indicating aliasing. The true 
pulsating frequency could also be determined from the magnitude of this move. 

A pulsating flow might give rise to measurement errors. If the pulsating 
frequency is high enough to give rise to aliasing the errors might grow large. 
In the example above with a 4.4 Hz pulsating flow there were errors in some 
parts of the flow range but an increased noise level in almost the whole range. 
A pulsation would not pass undetected but on the other hand there could be 
false alarms. By studying the spectrum it is possible to tell if the increase in 
the noise level is due to pulsating flow or not. Also the pulsating frequency 
could be determined. The problem of aliasing due to high pulsating frequencies 
could also be detected by studying the spectrum obtained at different sampling 
frequencies. 

6 Conclusions 

A possible self diagnostic algorithm, made more robust by including the im
provements discussed above, is outlined in the following. 

1. Perform the data conditioning of the original data v. This could be done 
by using equation 1 or 2 to calculate v r e s i d or v d i f f - Outliers should also 
be removed. 

2. Check if the conditions are suitable for the diagnostic procedure. If v r e s i d 

or Vdiff deviate from zero by more than some threshold the diagnostics is 
best postponed. A deviation from zero is an indication of a non-steady flow 
with flow changes too rapid for the data conditioning method to handle. 
If this deviation is small enough the diagnostic can continue. 

3. Calculate the standard deviation a of the treated data. Also look up the 
standard deviation valid for the actual flow rate v at reference conditions, 
CTref{v). 

4. Calculate the change in standard deviation 100(fj — <Jref(v))/oref(v). If 
this change is within the limits of a threshold confining normal reference 
conditions, it is an indication that there is no measurement error due to 
installation effects at the present flow rate. The diagnostics can be halted 
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here with the conclusion that there probably is no error. If on the other 
hand the change of the standard deviation is outside the limits, it suggests 
that there is a measurement error. 

5. Study the treated or original signal in the frequency domain and check 
for a dominant frequency. This could perhaps be done by comparing each 
frequency of the estimated spectrum with a threshold valid for the present 
flow v. If there is no dominant frequency this indicates that the flow is 
not pulsating. The diagnostics can now be halted with the conclusion that 
there probably is an error due to a static installation effect. If, on the 
contrary, there is a dominant frequency this indicates the presence of a 
pulsating flow. 

6. Check for the true frequency by changing the sampling frequency. If prob
lems with aliasing are present, the dominant frequency in the spectrum 
will move when the sampling frequency is changed. The true pulsating 
frequency can be determined by the move. If the dominant frequency does 
not move the frequency was right from the start. 

Before a more detailed algorithm can be presented further experiments re
garding non-steady and pulsating flow conditions are required. Then the thresh
olds mentioned in paragraph 2 and 5 together with the required sample size and 
sampling frequency can be determined. 

The sketched algorithm has 4 different outputs. Wait for more steady flow 
conditions, probably no measurement error, probably a measurement error due 
to a static installation effect, possibly a measurement error due to a pulsating 
flow with a stated frequency. If an diagnostic algorithm such as this one is per
formed by the flow meter itself on-line, the meter would be given a self diagnostic 
capability. If the algorithm is performed on-line at least to paragraph 4, a flow 
meter not reporting an error would imply that the meter is operating under 
satisfying conditions. 

In conclusion, it is clear that no tested disturbance causing measurement 
errors will pass undetected if comparing the standard deviation of the signal 
from the flow meter with a reference level. In the case with static installation 
effects there is a correlation between a marked noise increase and significant 
measurement errors. Due to the data conditioning suggested, normal operat
ing conditions such as a freely varying flow rate is not believed to disturb the 
diagnostics. If there is a risk of disturbance the diagnostics can be postponed. 
The sample size can also be reduced as a result of the data conditioning. In 
case of a pulsating flow there is however a risk of false alarms. By studying the 
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frequency domain it is possible to identify the presence and the frequency of a 
pulsating flow. Further the problem with aliasing can be identified by studying 
the spectrum obtained at different sampling frequencies. 
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